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FICTION
Mystery/Thriller

Luke McCallin

From a Dark Horizon
A Gregor Reinhard Novel (Book 4)
Historical Thriller

✴

December 2021

✴

Berkley Trade

“This book is worth reading just for its visceral evocation of trench warfare, but there are also
complex characters and a labyrinthine murder mystery to enjoy. And all beautifully written.”
--David Dowling, critically acclaimed author of Wedding Station

In the waning days of World War I, a horrific crime behind the
lines sends Lieutenant Gregor Reinhardt on a search for a killer
in this electrifying thriller from the author of The Man from
Berlin.
It's the final days of the Great War and four years of grinding conflict
has warped more than one man's mind. When a secret meeting of top
brass is called someone sets off a bomb that kills all the attendees. It
looks for sure that one of the men in Gregor Reinhardt's company is
the culprit. But since that man killed himself, the General is looking
for someone else to share the blame. Reinhardt must prove his
trooper innocent if he hopes to avoid the fate of a co-conspirator.
The search for answers leads Reinhardt deep into a potential
conspiracy populated by mutinous soldiers, a mysterious Russian
nobleman, and a pair of doctors who may be doing more than treating
battlefield injuries. The trenches are home to any number of horrors,
but what if the greatest danger is right next to you?

Rights Available
Translation & Audio
Rights Sold
France (Le Toucan)

Luke McCallin was born in Oxford, grew up around the world, and has worked with the United
Nations as a humanitarian relief worker and peacekeeper in the Caucasus, the Sahel, and the
Balkans. His experiences have driven his writing, in which he explores what happens to normal
people – those stricken by conflict, by disaster – who are put under abnormal pressures.

See Backlist Section for Books One, Two, and Three in the Gregor Reinhardt Series

K.W. Jeter

Real Dangerous Fun
Kim Oh Thriller (Book 4)
Noir/Thriller

✴

2020

✴

Lincoln Square Books

"Jeter is an exhilarating writer who always seems to have another rabbit
to pull out of his hat."
--The New York Times Book Review

Everything’s fun . . . Until somebody gets killed.
For freelance hit-woman cum bodyguard Kim Oh, it should
have been a piece-of-cake assignment – just make sure a
spoiled rich girl doesn't get into trouble during spring break.
What could go wrong?
Answer: Everything.
When the girl is kidnapped, Kim has no choice – she must
rescue her. But the teenager isn't what she seems to be, and
neither is the kidnapping. Before long Kim is fighting not
only to save the girl, she’s also to keep herself and her
brother Donnie from being killed. Kim soon finds herself
working her way through overlapping schemes and betrayals
in order to survive this job.
Rights Available
Translation
Audio

K. W. Jeter is an American science fiction and thriller author known for his literary
writing style, dark themes, and complex, paranoid characters. He was one of the original
creators of the "Steampunk" genre of science fiction, and is the author of such classics as
Dr. Adder, the George Dower Trilogy (Infernal Devices, Fiendish Schemes, Grim
Expectations), Morlock Nights, Farewell Horizontal, and several Star Wars, Star Trek,
and other novels, including three other books in the Kim Oh series.

See Backlist Section for Books One, Two and Three in the Kim Oh Series

FICTION
Inspirational/Christian

Christopher de Vinck

Mr. Nicholas
A Magical Christmas Tale
Fantasy

✴

September 2021

✴

Paraclete Press

"Chris de Vinck is a blessing through his writing and his person. I’m grateful for his simple
wonders, and the great wonders of our lifelong friendship."
—Fred Rogers (Mister Roger’s Neighborhood)

A story that helps us see the unique goodness in each person.
Every town has its secrets. When it becomes known that Mr.
Nicholas, the eccentric owner of the local hardware store, is
somehow involved with reindeer, toys, and children, the town
becomes more and more suspicious that this man is more than just a
clerk on Main Street.
JB, a clever, open ten-year-old boy with Down syndrome, is able to
figure out the secret from the first time Mr. Nicholas gives him a
chocolate deer wrapped in gold foil.
JB’s father and mother, both cynical and on the brink of divorce,
follow the adventures of JB as he flies on the back of a reindeer,
feeds Mister Rogers’s fish, and defines what can be forgotten by
those who are too busy to remember the magic of Christmas,
cuckoo-clocks, and love.

Rights Available
Translation
Audio

Christopher de Vinck, husband, father, and grandfather, earned his doctoral degree
from Columbia University and devoted 40 years to his career in public education. He
is the author of countless essays for the New York Times, Wall Street Journal,
Chicago Tribune, National Catholic Reporter, Dallas Morning News, USA Today,
Reader’s Digest, and Good Housekeeping, and thirteen books including the
bestselling The Power of the Powerless: A Brother’s Lesson of Love about his
severely disabled brother Oliver and the difference Oliver made in this sometimesjaded world. De Vinck’s books have won two Christopher Awards, the 2021
Illumination Book Award’s Gold Medal in the category of Christian Living, and “Best Column” by the
National Catholic Press Association. He still believes in Santa Claus.

FICTION
Fantasy/Horror

Mirah Bolender

Fortress of Magi
The Chronicles of Amicae Series (Book 3)
Fantasy

✴

April 2021

✴

Tor Books/Macmillan

Praise for City of Broken Magic
“This debut builds a fascinating setting that readers will want to keep coming back to.”
―Publishers Weekly, starred review

Praise for The Monstrous Citadel
“Intricately crafted and exhilarating, this is a worthy continuation of the series.”
―Publishers Weekly
Mirah Bolender follows City of Broken Magic and The Monstrous
Citadel with Fortress of Magi—the pulse-pounding conclusion to
her debut fantasy trilogy in which a bomb squad diffuses the
magic weapons of a long forgotten war.
The Hive Mind has done the impossible—left its island prison. It’s
a matter of time before Amicae falls, and Laura Kramer has very
few resources left to prevent it.
The counsel has tied her hands, and the gangs want her dead. Her
only real choice is to walk away and leave the city to its fate.

Rights Available
Translation

Mirah Bolender graduated with majors in creative writing and art. She has traveled and
studied overseas, most notably in Japan, and these experiences leak into her work. City of
Broken Magic was her debut novel in the Amicae series. She currently lives in St. Paul,
Minnesota.

See Backlist Section for Books One & Two in the Amicae series

Antony Swithin

Princes of Sandastre
The Lords of the Stoney Mountains
The Perilous Quest for Lyonese Series (Books 1 & 2)
Edited by Mark Sebanc
Fiction: Fantasy

✴

July 2020

✴

Gollancz /Gateway

“One of the most significant
achievements in the history of fantasy
worldbuilding”
—Robert Sawyer,
Nebula, Hugo, and John W. Campbell
Memorial Award winner

Rights Available
Translation

The first two books in a series of novels by the late Antony Swithin (and edited by Mark Sebanc), whose
work has been favorably compared to J.R.R. Tolkien and Stephen Donaldson. The books’ covers were
illustrated by Tolkien illustrator, Ted Naismith.
The Perilous Quest for Lyonesse, is a series originally designed as a twelve-novel sequence with a 15th
century flavor. It is set mostly in Rockall, an imaginary island in the North Atlantic named after a real,
though tiny, islet only 20 meters in size off the coast of Scotland. The series has, as a result, echoes of a
uniquely conceived Atlantis fable.
Rockall is a world that in many respects rivals Tolkien’s Middle-earth in its detailed richness. The first
four novels in the series, now out of print, were published in the 1990s by HarperCollins UK, while the
others are unpublished manuscripts.
Series editor Mark Sebanc corresponded with Swithin before his death and has a vivid sense of the
brilliance and magnitude of Swithin’s achievement and what he was striving for – which is one reason
Sebanc was commissioned by the Swithin’s estate to edit and rewrite the original manuscript. Swithin
deliberately draws on the Atlantis myths, and the Rockall of the real world is the remaining stump of a
continent that sank beneath the waves leaving behind a tip exposed.
Antony Swithin was the pen name of William Antony Swithin Sarjeant, a world-renowned
professor of geology at University of Saskatchewan who died of cancer in 2002.
Marc Sebanc’s doctoral dissertation on Tolkien is considered a major contribution to Tolkien
scholarship. He is also the co-author of two novels (with James Anderson) from Baen books in the
Stone Harp series.

FICTION
Women’s & General

Leslie Tentler

In Dark Water
Rarity Cove Series (Book 3)
Mystery/Suspense

✴

January 2019

✴

Left Field Press

One year after the tragic loss of her husband, Mercer Leighton
returns home to Rarity Cove to be near family and resume her
former job at the St. Clair resort. Feeling adrift in life, what she
doesn’t count on is being witness to a double murder in nearby
Charleston’s French Quarter. Charleston Homicide Detective
Noah Ford is no stranger to the dark, violent side of humanity.
Nor is he happy about the lone eyewitness in his investigation
being part of one of the South Carolina Lowcountry’s most
prominent families. However, when an attempt is made on the
beautiful widow’s life, Noah vows to protect her. As it becomes
increasingly clear that the killer will stop at nothing to eliminate
the witness, Noah also begins to suspect the presence of a traitor
in his own department. After a stunning betrayal, he is forced to
take Mercer into hiding to keep her alive. As the two fight for
survival, they also fight the simmering attraction between them.
But the killer is out there, and he refuses to give up.

Rights Available
Translation

Leslie Tentler is the author of six novels, including Before the Storm and Fallen (Rarity Cove
series) and the Chasing Evil Trilogy (Midnight Caller, Midnight Fear, and Edge of Midnight). She
was a finalist for Best First Novel at ThrillerFest 2012 and is a two-time finalist for the Daphne du
Maurier Award for Excellence in Mystery and Suspense. She is also the recipient of the prestigious
Maggie Award of Excellence. She is a member of Romance Writers of America, International
Thriller Writers and Novelists, Inc. A native of East Tennessee, she currently resides in Atlanta.

See Backlist Section for Books One & Two in the Rarity Cove Series

Abigail Drake

Writing Mr. Right
Fiction: Women’s Commercial

(Currently on Submission)

Four friends, who also happen to be romance writers, have built a friendship that would rival a slightly
older version of The Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants. Each of them is entering the “second chance”
stage of their romantic life, so as romance authors, they should be excited, right? Not so much.
With the drama of their failed relationships in tow, Libby, Nicky, Eliza and Jess, head on a weekend
getaway to focus on their novel writing and their passion for wine drinking. After a few glasses of wine,
they decide to pen a description of their perfect man. One writes about a man in a kilt, one dreams of a
motorcycle-riding bad boy, another describes a hot cop, and the last one wishes for a sexy rock star. To
finalize this catharsis, they burn their descriptions and return back to their day to day lives. However, in
the weeks following their getaway, their fantasy men begin appearing in their lives. The only problem?
The right men are ending up with the wrong women.
Writing Mr. Right begs the question: Is it ever too late to find your dream man, and if he does show up,
will you be ready to accept your happy ending?

Rights Available
Translation
Audio

Writing Mr. Right is Abigail Drake’s twelfth novel. Her work has also appeared in several
magazines (both fiction and non-fiction), and her novellas and short stories have been published
in various anthologies. She was awarded an honorable mention for her most recent book Love,
Chocolate, and a Dog Named Al Capone in the Writer's Digest Self-Published E-book Awards
(2019). She was also awarded the 2020 Stiletto Award (Contemporary Romance – Long) for the
same title. Abigail is the winner of the 2017 Prism Award and the International Digital Award. In
addition, she was named a finalist in the Golden Pen, the Golden Leaf, the Dante Rossetti Book
Award, and the Cygnus Award for Science Fiction and Speculative Fiction.

Nia Imara

Letters from America
Fiction: Women’s Commercial

(Currently on Submission)

A powerful portrait of race, class, and the ideal of the American dream; Nia Imara’s debut novel
LETTERS FROM AMERICA is a modern-day Crime and Punishment set in the small-town world
of a Toni Morrison novel.

More than anything, Lee wants freedom from his life of scarcity and isolation. He wants to escape the
town in which he is enclosed on the one side by poverty, hunger, and an alcoholic father, and on the other
by delusions of grandeur and the ghosts of missed opportunities.
Aparecida, a college grad, has just returned from relief work in Haiti and finds herself plunged back into
her tight-knit community. First stop is St. Paul’s church for her grandmother’s long-awaited baptism. In
spite of outward appearances of success, the imaginative Aparecida is struggling, too. Her efforts to free
herself from her parochial environment take the form of a fantastic allegorical Light Song, a magical tale
about a monster who can hear light.
When they are reunited, Aparecida is looking to reconnect. However, Lee wants nothing to do with his
old high school friend whom he resents for reaping the benefits of advantages that were unavailable to
him. Besides, he just wants to get out. So when an unexpected opportunity presents itself, he steals five
hundred dollars from St. Paul’s. As his mental state unravels, he quickly loses the money in an encounter
with a stranger whom he accidentally kills in a fit of rage. Meanwhile, Aparecida struggles to support a
spiraling Lee while her own identity is secretly in crisis.
Amid the gritty, blighted world of Letter from America, Lee, Aparecida, and the community of Hester
wrestle with their actual and perceived realities in their search for hope, opportunity and freedom.

Rights Available
Translation
Audio

Nia Imara is a graduate of Kenyon College and, in 2010, became the first African
American woman to receive her PhD in astrophysics from UC Berkeley. Nia is also an oil
painter, straddling the worlds of art and science. Currently, she is a research fellow at
Harvard University, where she researches star formation and cosmology.

NONFICTION

Matthew Newell & Carol Newell

Healing Your Child’s Brain
A Proven Approach to Helping Your Child Thrive
Nonfiction: Parenting/Brain Neuroscience ✴ February 2021 ✴
Books

BenBella

Diagnosis is not destiny . . .
Autism. ADHD. Learning difficulties. Epilepsy. Cerebral palsy.
Traumatic brain injury. From the moment your child is diagnosed
with a special needs condition, you are plunged into a world of
doctors, specialists, and therapists.
But the most important person on your child's care team is you.
In Healing Your Child's Brain, child development experts Matthew
and Carol Newell arm parents with the knowledge, confidence, and
tools they need to help their special-needs child flourish. The
Newells have treated more than 20,000 children and are the parents
of two special needs children. They know firsthand, as both parents
and practitioners, what works—and what doesn't.
Most treatments focus on managing symptoms but don't address
underlying neurological issues. This book guides readers through
the stages of brain development and how they affect functioning,
showing what wellness looks like at each level and how to identify—and tackle—problems.
With insight into how your child's unique brain functions, you can move beyond managing symptoms to
establishing a home regimen that fosters neurological growth. It is possible to transform the structure of
your child's brain—from the cells themselves to the connections between them. By harnessing the brain's
ability to grow and change slowly and steadily over time, your child can and will make progress.
Rights Available
Translation
Rights Sold
Brazil (Astral Publishing), Turkey (Pegasus)

Matthew Newell has dedicated his life to helping children with special needs and brain
injuries. As founder of The Family Hope Center in Greater Philadelphia, he developed
neurologically based therapy programs for over thousands of families, guiding parents in
two dozen countries through the process of healing their children. His rate of success
with these children is unparalleled in the field. Carol Newell began her career as a
Certified Nursery Nurse in the UK. Fascinated by the advancements made with braininjured children by the Institutes for the Achievement of Human Potential, she contacted and was accepted into a
four-year program that brought her to the United States, where she later became certified in Child Brain
Development. Carol ran the Early Development Program for IAHP for 10 years. She has worked in a clinical
setting with special needs children for 35 years.

Bill Milkowski

Michael Brecker
Ode to a Tenor Titan
Nonfiction: Pop Culture/Jazz

✴
October 2021
Books

✴

Backbeat

After John Coltrane, there was no more revered and profoundly
influential saxophonist on the planet than Michael Brecker. For those
coming of age in the 1970s, during that transitional decade when the
boundaries between rock and jazz had begun to blur, Brecker stood as
a transcendent figure. He was their Trane.
Ode to a Tenor Titan follows Michael's story from growing up in
Philadelphia, finding his tenor sax voice during his brief stint at
Indiana University, making his move to New York City in 1969 and
taking the Big Apple by storm through the sheer power of his
monstrous chops on the instrument. A commanding voice in jazz for
four decades, Brecker possessed peerless technique (a byproduct of
his remarkable work ethic and relentless woodshedding) and an
uncanny ability to fit into every musical situation he encountered,
whether it was as a ubiquitous studio musician (more than nine
hundred sessions) for such pop stars as Paul Simon, James Taylor,
Bruce Springsteen, Todd Rundgren, Chaka Khan, and Steely Dan;
playing with seminal fusion bands like Dreams, Billy Cobham, and
the Brecker Brothers; or collaborating with the likes of Frank Zappa,
Charles Mingus, Pat Metheny, and Herbie Hancock. But his biggest
triumphs came as a bandleader during the last twenty years of his
career, when he produced some of the most challenging, inspired, and
visionary modern jazz recordings of his time.
A preternaturally gifted player whose facility seemed almost superhuman, he was also modest to a fault and
universally beloved by fellow musicians. After coming through a dark decade of heroin addiction, he turned his life
around and became a beacon for countless others to lead clean and sober lives. At the peak of his powers, he was
struck down by a rare preleukemic blood disease that sidelined him for two and a half years. He got off a sick bed
to make a heroic comeback with his swan song, Pilgrimage, which Pat Metheny called "one of the great codas in
modern music history" and which earned him a posthumous Grammy Award in 2007. Michael Brecker was a
player of tremendous heart and conviction as well a person of rare humility and kindness, and his story is one for
the ages.
Rights Available
Translation, Audio

Veteran music journalist Bill Milkowski has been writing about jazz and blues over the past 30 years for a
variety of publications both in the U.S. and abroad. Milkowski’s first published book, JACO: The Extraordinary
And Tragic Life of Jaco Pastorius (Backbeat Books), has sold 50,000 copies to date in the United States and has
also been translated in five languages. Milkowski’ other books are Rockers, Jazzbos & Visionaries (Billboard
Books) and Swing It! An Annotated History of Jive (Billboard Books).

John Basil & Dennis Schebetta

Building a Performance
An Actor’s Guide to Rehearsal
Nonfiction: Performing/Instruction ✴ March 2022 ✴ Rowman &
Littlefield
Congratulations! You got the part! Now what? Many actors of all
levels find it challenging to apply classroom and studio techniques to
the rehearsal process. Rehearsing for a class is vastly different than a
professional situation, and a consistent, practical, and constructive
method is needed to truly bring to life vibrant and intricate characters.
Building a Performance: An Actor's Guide to Rehearsal provides
tools and techniques through different stages of the rehearsal process
to enable actors to make more dynamic choices, craft complex
characters, and find an engaging and powerful level of performance.
John Basil and Dennis Schebetta bring decades of acting and teaching
experience to help actors apply the skills they learned in the classroom
directly to the professional rehearsal room or film/television set. They
show how to glean distinct choices from early readings of the script,
how to add dynamics to their physical and vocal decisions, how to
explore interactions with other actors in rehearsal, and how to address
specific challenges unique to each role.
While students will benefit from the practical applications and advice, intermediate and advanced actors
will find exciting and new ways to engage with the material and with other actors at rehearsal. Actors of
all levels will gain tips and techniques so that they can continue to discover more about their character.
With these tools, actors will be inspired to dig into the text and build a dynamic performance.
Rights Available
Audio

John Basil was a founding member and the producing artistic director of American Globe Theatre for 25
years, the longest running off-off Broadway theatre in midtown Manhattan. He has directed over 50
productions for the theatre and has also directed five seasons of opera at Sarasota Opera. Basil is the author
of the popular and practical book WILL POWER: How to Act Shakespeare in 21 Days. Additionally, his
Playing Shakespeare series continues to enlighten and inspire actors across the nation. Basil is an associate
professor of theatre arts at Marymount Manhattan College. He has also worked in television as a director for
NBC’s Another World. Basil was recognized by The National Foundation for Advancement in the Arts and
was awarded the Iben Lectureship for Shakespeare.
Dennis Schebetta is an actor, director, and writer in film and theater. He teaches at Skidmore College and
continues to work professionally as an actor and director, most recently with the Saratoga Shakespeare
Company and Northeast Theatre Ensemble. His professional acting credits include Ensemble Studio Theater,
Vital Theater, Pulse Ensemble Theater, Genesius Guild Theater, Northeast Theatre Ensemble, Pittsburgh
Playhouse, The Hiawatha Project and Off the Wall Theater. As a theatre director, he has directed productions
off-off Broadway at Ensemble Studio Theatre, 29th Street Rep, and Brass Tacks Theatre. As a film director
and award-winning writer, his short film My Date with Adam has been an official selection of several
international film festivals. His numerous plays have been produced and performed across the country.

Les Saidel

The Jewish Bread Bible
Nonfiction: Cookbook /Baking

Mosaica Press

September 2022

How many Jewish cookbooks are out there? Who needs another one?
Never before has there been one seminal, encyclopedic work, that includes EVERY bread in the Jewish
culture throughout history, from Adam and Eve until the present day, a period of some 5781 years. Many
think that Jewish breads begin and end with bagels, challahs, and rye, but there are a myriad more that
evolved as Jewish people were exiled to other countries around the world and adapted their cooking to
their new countries and cultures.
Author Les Saidel, an acclaimed Israeli baker, has spent over 40 years painstakingly researching the
biblical origins of Jewish bread and in the melting-pot that is modern day Israel. He interviewed and
learned from a dying breed of “grandmother bakers” from countries across the globe, from Uzbekistan to
Argentina and everywhere in between, who still bake the traditional Jewish breads of their birth-countries.
This diverse baking heritage and expertise is preserved for posterity in this book. The author has taken
things one step further and baked these breads commercially in his own artisan bakery, voted by an
independent Israeli newspaper (Mekor Rishon) as the 8th best bakery in Israel—no mean feat in a country
full of Jewish bakeries. All this heritage, knowledge, and practical expertise make the Jewish Bread Bible
an essential reference and a must-have for every self-respecting baker, Jewish or not.

Rights Available
Translation

Les Saidel was born in Johannesburg, South Africa to a middleclass Jewish family. In 2008,
he and his wife decided to change direction and opened up Saidel’s Artisan Baking Institute
(saidels.com), one of the first artisan bakeries in Israel that baked authentic, healthy, organic,
Jewish breads. In 2015 the Saidels opened a new branch of their business—the Jewish Baking
Center (jewishbakingcenter.com) and the Showbread Institute (showbreadinstitute.org) to
teach people how to bake authentic Jewish bread in hands-on workshops. In addition to being
the world’s leading expert on Jewish bread and the biblical Showbread, Les is also a baking
columnist for one of Israel’s largest newspapers The Jerusalem Post. When he is not elbow
deep in dough, Les is travelling the world lecturing and teaching people to bake authentic
Jewish bread.

Jennifer L.W. Fink

New Rules of Raising Boys
Parent Your Son to His Full Potential
Nonfiction: Parenting

Rowman & Littlefield

Fall 2022

There's a massive wish out there to make boyhood better, to make better men.
Few books…sing with the life and heart that this one does. It makes the pathway of raising a boy
seem fun, gutsy, and really quite clear. That's a rare achievement.”
—Steve Biddulph, psychologist and author of the million-selling Raising Boys
A groundbreaking book by the founder of BuildingBoys.net, and the mother of four boys.
Today’s parents, attempting to raise kind but strong, emotionally sensitive but confident young men, are
confounded by strident discussions about rapidly changing gender norms, and how boys can best relate to
girls as they become older teenagers. Parents are trying to raise boys who are true to themselves as well as
evolving into positive forces in a society that simultaneously rewards stereotypical adult masculinity,
while being increasingly hostile to boys.
In school, boys learn at a different rate and in a different way to girls, and too many female teachers treat
boys as though they are failing girls because they gravitate more naturally to competition rather than cooperative sharing, or get fidgety quicker than girls. Boys who freely express their emotions make few
friends on the playground. The fact is, boys are much more likely to be suspended or expelled from
school, beginning as early as preschool, and nearly four times more likely than girls to commit suicide.
What makes The New Rules of Raising Boys stand out is that it will be the first book written by an in-thetrenches #boymom (a mother and parenting journalist who is raising four boys currently ranging in age
from 14 to 22) who intimately understands male development and the challenges currently facing boys
and their families.
Unlike previous books about boys, The New Rules of Raising Boys offers a set of guidelines that parents
can use to guide their parenting choices throughout their sons’ lives – guidelines that are as relevant to
parenting toddlers as they are to parenting teenagers.

Rights Available
Translation & Audio

Jennifer L.W. Fink is an award-winning freelance journalist and the author of the forthcoming
book All About Me and Me: A Shared Keepsake Journal for Mothers and Sons (Rockridge Press,
2021). She’s also the founder and creator of BuildingBoys.net, a website and global community for
parents of boys, and co-host of the podcast ON BOYS: Real Talk about Parenting, Teaching &
Reaching Tomorrow’s Men.

Andrew Fox

The Devil’s Toy Box
Exposing and Defusing Promethean Terrorists
Nonfiction: Current Events /Military

✴

June 2022 ✴

Potomac Books

If there is one thing that all western nations have in common these
days, it is the threat of terrorism. Using his published experience
as a writer of SF, as well as his “day job” at Homeland Defense
and Security Pandora’s Spyglass will use fictional hypothetical
characters and scenarios to explore in a totally researched and
nonfiction way, a terrifying set of emerging potential threats that
most of us have not yet learned to worry about. Resigned fatalism
leads many readers to cower in their beds and cover their eyes and
ears, ignoring the dangers due to a certainty there is nothing that
can be done to avert them. This book, however, says otherwise.

Rights Available
Translation

Andrew Fox occupies an enviable niche in terms of his qualifications to write this book. He spent a year
and a half conducting the research that supports this book, becoming in the process a graduate of the
Naval Postgraduate School’s Center for Homeland Defense and Security, the U.S.’s preeminent educator
regarding homeland security. Mr. Fox has spent over a decade working for the Department of Homeland
Security in the fields of intelligence software for federal law enforcement, and disaster relief. He spent the
prior eighteen years working in public health. Additionally, for the past twenty years he has been a
professional writer of science fiction, fantasy, and horror, having published award-winning novels. This
dual career has thoroughly familiarized Mr. Fox with both the challenges of homeland security and
imaginative ways explored through speculative fiction to solve them.

Judith L. Pearson

From Shadows to Life
A Biography of the Cancer Survivorship Movement
Nonfiction: Health History

✴

March 2021

✴

Lincoln Square Books

“Information is necessary if we want to make a difference in the cancer world and when it is
combined with inspiration it changes our lives, the results of cancer treatment and its incidence.
Pearson's book provides important information we need to know and understand if we are going to
make a difference in the cancer world.”
—Bernie Siegel MD, author of Love, Medicine & Miracles and Faith, Hope & Healing

In 1986, twenty-three men and women—all with a personal
connection to cancer—came together for a weekend summit. Their
goal was not to cure the disease, but to destroy its myths. The
creation of the National Coalition for Cancer Survivorship (NCCS)
that weekend launched the cancer survivorship movement, and
forever changed the definition of what it means to be a “survivor.”
Twelve years later it led to a march on Washington, D.C., of more
than 200,000 people. Part medical history, part inspirational
biography, From Shadows to Life is the story of a social movement
that continues to improve life for millions.

Rights Available
Translation
English (except North America)

Judith L. Pearson is an award-winning writer, with two decades worth of newspaper,
magazine and online articles to her credit, along with three books. An accomplished
presenter and speaker, Judy is the founder of A 2nd Act, has been featured in the
AACR National Cancer Research Progress Report, named one of Chicago’s Most
Inspirational Women, a finalist for the Arizona Healthcare Leadership Awards and
named a Phoenix Healthcare Hero.

Joseph M. Pereira & John L. Wilson

All Souls Day
The World War II Battle and the Search for a Lost U.S. Battalion
Nonfiction/Military History

✴

November 2020

✴

Potomac Books

“You might think that by now every story about World War II has been told. Think again. This book, based
on in-depth investigative reporting, tells a compelling story that you’ve never heard about. It’s a story that
has needed to be told and is one you’ll want to read.”
—Joe Bergantino, cofounder of the New England Center for Investigative Reporting
“An impressive historical investigation into the battle on All Souls Day and into the men and the mystery of
the lost battalion. . . . It is a remarkable and impressive effort to apply investigative journalism skills to bring
to life a battle buried in the annals of World War II.”
—Brett Arends, author and columnist for Dow Jones publications

On All Souls Day, November 2, 1944, the U.S. Army attacked three
villages near the German-Belgium border, surprising the Germans
who surrendered with little resistance. The German army regrouped
and counterattacked. A brief but horrific battle ensued, and as the
enemy pressed forward, the Americans retreated, leaving behind
their dead and wounded.
After the war the U.S. Army returned to the battlefield to bring
home its fallen. To its dismay it found that many of these men had
vanished. The disappearances were puzzling and for decades the
U.S. government searched unsuccessfully for clues. After poring
over now-declassified battlefield reports and interviewing family
members, the authors reconstruct a spellbinding story of love and
sacrifice, honor and bravery, and the gnawing pain of families not
knowing the fate of their loved ones. Up to now, discussion of this
week-long conflict has been largely confined to officer training
school, in part due to its heavy losses and ignominy.
Rights Available
Translation & Audio
Joseph M. Pereira is an award-winning journalist who worked for the Wall Street Journal for more than two
decades. He has taught journalism at Emerson College and at the New England Center for Investigative Reporting
at Boston University. He was a member of the Wall Street Journal staff that won a Pulitzer Prize for its coverage of
the 9/11 attacks, and he has won several other awards for his investigative work.
John L. Wilson served in the U.S. Army and earned a BS from Boston College and an MBA from Boston
University. He has worked for major multinational corporations leading international business development
throughout Europe and Asia. Because of Wilson’s extensive research for missing soldiers in the Hürtgen Forest
Battle, he has been invited to the Pentagon to propose additional methodologies to search for many more stillmissing American soldiers.

Michael Lesher

Turning Back
The Personal Journey of a “Born-Again” Jew
Nonfiction: Memoir/Judaica ✴

September 2020 ✴
Books

Lincoln Square

“. . . a number of memoirs have been published by people who . . . made the journey
away from ultra-Orthodox Jewish communities. Michael Lesher's beautifully written book
explores that trajectory in reverse . . . a deeply personal account of what
religious Jews would call his ‘return’ to Judaism.”
—Hella Winston, sociologist and author of Unchosen: The Hidden Lives of Hasidic Rebels
"If you buy one book this year, whether you are a member of the Jewish faith or not, this
compelling book will force you to finish it in one sitting"
—theunortodoxjew.blogspot.com

In this memoir of Jewishness, Michael Lesher explores his decision
to reroute his life as a secular Jews into Orthodox Judaism. There
are many other Jews who, like Michael, have recently moved back
toward traditional religion. (There’s even a popular phrase among
the Orthodox: “B.T.,” short for the Hebrew phrase “ba’alei
t’shuvah,” or “those who return.”) And this pattern is probably part
of a general religious trend rightward in today’s United States.
But Michael didn’t choose a religious life as part of a social trend.
Nor is his story as simple as a steady movement in one direction.
His questions haven’t stopped, they have only evolved. And he is
evolving with them. This is a story, for better or worse, about
transformation rather than certainty. About how excavating one’s
religious past, with all its values, influences and limitations, carries
its own rewards.

Rights Available
Translation
Audio

Michael Lesher, a writer and a lawyer, has published several articles about child abuse
and is co-author of a book on the American family court system's poor record of
protecting children. An Orthodox Jew, he has also published short fiction and poetry and
lives in Passaic, New Jersey.

Laura Crotty

The Little Vegan Dessert Cookbook
Vintage Recipes Revised
Nonfiction: Cooking /Vegan /Baking

✴

July 2020

✴

Lincoln Square Books

“Beautifully illustrated throughout, nicely organized, and expertly presented . . . this
specialized culinary compendium of vegan recipes will prove to be an enduringly welcomed edition
to any and all vegan cookbook collections.”
—Midwest Book Review
" Laura gets us up to date with nostalgic classics, one easy recipe after another . . . Full of fun photos and
graphics, it's a page turner!"
—Dustin Harder, TV Chef, Creator of The Vegan Roadie

Prepare and enjoy your favorite classic desserts—totally vegan!
Laura Crotty, a health-supportive, chef and culinary writer, has
always had a thing for old cookbooks. For The Little Vegan Dessert
Cookbook: Vintage Recipes Revised, she combed through her
extensive collection to select the best recipes for cookies, cakes,
doughnuts, bars, and breads—and then experimented with healthy
ingredients to make them conducive to a plant-based diet.
The resulting recipes include vegan versions of such classics as Toll
House Inn Chocolate Chip Cookies, Chocolate Cake from the
1934 Hershey’s Cookbook, and S’mores from the 1927 Girl Scout’s
Handbook. The book also contains plant-based takes on other
standards she culled from vintage cookbooks—like Brownies,
Blondies, Linzer Tarts, Carrot Cake, Coffee Cake, Pineapple Upside
Down Cake, and Zucchini Bread. Vegan interpretations of the
author’s family favorites make an appearance as well—like her
mother-in-law’s Irish Soda Bread.
With a retro design and sections on Baking Tips (including different egg replacement methods) and
Pantry Items that every vegan baker should have, The Little Vegan Dessert Cookbook offers treats that are
right for every season and every occasion—from campfires and picnics to birthdays and holidays—all the
while reminding us of the tastes that have come to represent our childhood.

Rights Available
Translation, Audio
Food writer, Laura Crotty, earned a culinary degree from the Institute for Culinary Education and
certificate in health supportive cuisine at the Natural Gourmet Institute in Manhattan. She is an

ADDY Award recipient for her food journalism, and her work has appeared in the
Huffington Post and Seattle Magazine.

J. Chester Johnson

Damaged Heritage
The Elaine Race Massacre and a Story of Reconcilation
Nonfiction: Memoir/Current Affairs

✴ May 2020

✴

Pegasus Books

“In Damaged Heritage, Johnson poignantly reveals the demons he discovered in his own life and family ties
to one of the worst racial horrors in American history, his personal anguish, and his efforts to make
amends and fill a desperate empty place in our hearts.”
-- Douglas A. Blackmon, author of Slavery by Another Name: The Re-Enslavement of Black Americans from
the Civil War to World War II, Winner of the Pulitzer Prize

An illuminating journey to racial reconciliation experienced by two
Americans
—
one
black
and
one
white.
As part of the Episcopal Church’s formal apology for its role in the
transatlantic slavery and related evils, J. Chester Johnson was asked to
write the Litany of Offense and Apology for a National Day of
Repentance.
In his research, Johnson came upon a treatise by historian and antilynching advocate Ida B. Wells on the 1919 Elaine Race Massacre,
where possibly hundreds of African-American men, women, and
children perished at the hands of white posses, vigilantes, and federal
troops in rural Phillips County, Arkansas.
The Massacre, arguably the worst in U.S. history, has been widely
forgotten for the better part of a century, thanks to the whitewashing of
history. Johnson’s discovery of this forgotten incident was made worse
when he learned that his beloved grandfather had participated in it.
Determined to find some way to acknowledge and reconcile this terrible truth, Chester turned to a new
acquaintance, Sheila L. Walker, a descendant of African-American victims of the Massacre who was on
her own investigation of a family history that led to the Massacre.
Together, she and Johnson committed themselves to a journey of racial healing that became an abiding
friendship and the establishment of a memorial for the victims, dedicated in 2019. Damaged Heritage
brings to light a deliberately erased chapter in American history, and Chester offers a blueprint for how
our pluralistic society can at last acknowledge—and follow—a path to true healing.
Rights Available
Translation, Audio
J. Chester Johnson is an acclaimed poet, essayist, and translator. His writings about spirituality
and civil rights and race relations have been published in the U.S., translated into several
languages, and praised by leading writers and critics. Born white and reared in one of the country’s
most racially segregated regions, Johnson responded to MLK’s murder in 1968 by returning to the
town of his youth in Arkansas where he taught in the all African-American public school there
before integration of the local education system.

S. Abbas Raza

Pakistani & North Indian Cooking
A Complete Guide for Students
(Currently on Submission)

Nonfiction: Cooking

“Real food that real people eat. In this book, Abbas Raza presents authentic, home-style food for the novice
or experienced cook. His spicing is perfectly balanced. With easy and delicious recipes for family and friends,
this cookbook is a jewel!”
-- Jenna Holst, author of Stews
“As a professional chef who's owned a catering company for 30 years, and who's worked with Indian
cookbook authors on a number of occasions, I was really impressed by the breadth of the flavor profiles in
Abbas Raza's recipes.”
-- Lynn Buono, Chief Culinary Officer of Feast Your Eyes Catering

"I loved your little book and even more, loved ‘the you’ that emerged
from it," says Madhur Jaffrey, the doyenne of Southeast Asian
cooking (as well as being an accomplished actress). She is to that
cuisine what Julia Child was to French cooking.
This highly acclaimed comprehensive beginners' guide to cooking
Pakistani and North Indian food, has attracted thousands of homesick
South Asian students living in the West and also anyone else who
wishes to learn to cook this kind of food. The recipes in the book are
very simple, precise, and basically foolproof. It contains all the
information a beginner needs, from what equipment and spices to
buy (and links to where one can buy them online), to which cooking
oils to use, to basic cooking techniques and tips. Delicious recipes for
meats, seafood, vegetables, daals (lentils), a variety of different kinds
of rice, soups, chutneys and other accompaniments, as well as
desserts are included. And there are high quality photographs with
every single recipe so one knows what the finished dish should look
like. It is by far the best book for people who wish to learn to cook
Pakistani and North Indian food, even if they have never made a cup
of tea before in their lives.
Rights Available
Translation, Audio

S. Abbas Raza is the founding editor of the highly acclaimed weekly magazine and website 3
Quarks Daily. He lives in Italy with his wife, and has published scores of articles, both there and
in various other magazines.

Zeina J. Collins

Haute Mama
A Revolutionary Book for the Millennial Mom
Nonfiction: Parenting

(Currently On Submission)

Haute Mama is not just a book, it is a brand; a unique lifestyle that redefines motherhood and defies
mommy norms. This book will take the mommy/lifestyle/parenting world by storm. Haute Mama is not
just for fancy moms, but rather for all types of mothers: organic moms, fit moms, military moms, career
moms, fashionable moms, and moms that are simply trying to stay afloat and make it work. It also
provides great insight for significant others struggling to adjust cohesively with the new mom. A “Haute
Mama” is someone who is elegant, poised, and appears to have her act together 24/7. She is dedicated to
her family without losing herself in the process.
With information on how to train your baby to sleep on their own, to how much milk they need, this book
strives to provide the basic need-to-know building blocks for fostering confidence in new parents without
all the superfluous stuff. The information goes beyond Lamaze class and addresses the breakdowns in the
romantic relationship with a significant other, the personal relationship moms have with themselves,
health, fitness regime, and appearance. Put simply, this book empowers readers with the knowledge
needed to make the rocky transition to parenthood smoother and enjoyable.
Haute Mama provides a quick and condensed resource guide on how to operate your new baby and
balance it all with style and grace. This book raises the bar, fills the gap, and leaps over any similar books
in this genre.

Rights Available
Translation
Audio

Zeina J. Collins was born and raised in Beirut, Lebanon. Her family fled Lebanon during the
country’s civil war. Arriving in the US as a child, it didn’t take long for her to master the English
language and she was soon placed in the Gifted and Talented Education program at school. Zeina
attended the University of California, Irvine, earning a Bachelor of Science in Biology, before
receiving her Juris Doctor from Southwestern University School of Law. She is a practicing attorney
licensed in California and Hawaii and runs her own law firm in Southern California.

Margaret Wolfson

Naming
The Definitive Guide to Creating
Unforgettable Brand Names
Nonfiction: Business

(Currently On Submission)

Everything needs a name, from companies and products to campaigns and blogs and lots of things inbetween. But naming, when done right, is fiendishly difficult. Naming your company or your product is
about fundamentally understanding what it is you are selling to your target audience. Besides ensuring the
quality of a product or company, the next most important thing to get right is a name that can enhance it
especially in today’s challenging economy. This means many entrepreneurs and product managers no
longer have the luxury of outsourcing their naming needs and must now sail the stomach-churning seas of
naming alone. More often than not, these voyages don’t end well.
In Naming: The Definitive Guide to Creating Unforgettable Brand Names, Margaret Wolfson––the
founder and chief creative of River + Wolf, a top-ranked, global, brand naming agency—reveals the
creative and strategic thinking that goes into name development. Beyond providing ideas, exercises, and
useful tools for entrepreneurs, business owners, and marketers tasked with developing names, she shares
an engaging story, providing readers with an intriguing peek into the weird and wonderful world of brand
names and naming.

Rights Available
Translation
Audio

Margaret Wolfson is the founder of River + Wolf in New York, developing names for
Fortune 500 companies as well as start-ups. Along with her naming work, Wolfson has
been featured in a wide range or media including Forbes, Crain’s, Fast Company, The
New York Times, and NBC News. In 2018, she was selected as a top female entrepreneur
by the Huffington Post. In January 2019, she launched NOD (Names of Distinction), an
on-line, monthly gallery that showcases and unpacks 12 outstanding brand names from
different industries. In 2020, she was asked to speak at The Wharton School of the
University of Pennsylvania. Wolfson is also an award-winning children’s book author.
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Patrick Carman

Towervale II: The Crystal Mountain
Towervale Series (Book 2)
Middle Grade Fantasy/Adventure ✴

February 2020

✴

PC Studios

Be the Hero!
Towervale is a cutting edge book and a video game at the same time,
and a sprawling fantasy series for ages 9-12 that is easily translatable
from English, and available to kids who have computers or phones.
Bestselling author Patrick Carman’s Towervale novels are much
more than traditional books. They are designed to entice young video
gamers into Minecraft and Fortnite to become readers again. Players
have access to seven levels of the Towervale game for each book (14
levels in all). You must beat all the levels to find your way through
the story in the printed books.
The seven sections of the story are not in order. Each ends with a
password you must enter in the Towervale game, unlocking a level.
When that level is cleared, the next page to turn to in the book is
revealed. But if you didn't read the previous section of the book,
you'll have no idea how to clear the level in the game.
Your adventure begins in the Caves of Iron and takes you through three realms where you'll encounter a
world beyond your imagination and a villain of unparalleled danger.
Free game access included with book purchase. For more information go to www.towervale.com
Rights Available:
Translation
Patrick Carman has published 35 novels with over 4 million books in print across 23
countries. He followed his New York Times bestselling five book Elyon series with the
critically acclaimed Atherton trilogy (Little Brown), which was shortlisted for the Texas
Bluebonnet, and enjoyed many other awards. His Floors series (Scholastic) has been a
perennial favorite through Scholastic Book Fairs and Clubs, reaching millions of kids through
school libraries and classrooms. Carman’s books have been translated into over twenty
languages around the world.
Patrick Carman has a mission to raise literacy among young readers, often using technology, videos, and games to
bring wired kids back to books. He is an inexhaustible public speaker who presents at events throughout the year
including the National Book Festival, the LA Book Festival, and the American Library Association national
conference. He has spoken to hundreds of thousands of students at over 2,000 schools across the country. In
Hollywood, Carman has written for television, film, YouTube, and narrative podcasts.

Robin Riding

Mermaids Fast Asleep
Illustrated by Zoe Persico
Children’s Book

✴

Spring 2019 ✴

Feiwel and Friends

Rights Available:
Translation (Text Only)

A bedtime story for young readers.
A lyrical bedtime picture book that looks at how
mermaids sleep in the sea. It’s a perfect nighttime
read for little dreamers, with poetical text from writer
Robin Riding and dreamy illustrations by Zoe
Persico.

Robin Riding (AKA Rebecca Migdal) is a fine artist, author, performer and writer. She is
also the marketing director for the Bank Street Bookstore a renowned children’s bookstore in
New York City and a puppeteer for the store’s popular bi-weekly performance series.

Zoe Persico is an illustrator with a love for everything cute, colorful, and full of whimsy.
She has contributed to a wide variety of children’s books from major publishers including
Little Golden Books, Simon & Schuster, and Penguin Young Readers, as well as Highlights
magazine. Born and bred in the Midwest, Zoe currently resides in Redmond, WA

Eric Hobbs

The Librarian Series
Middle Grade Fantasy/Adventure

• Little Boy Lost (Book 1)
• Unhappily Ever After (Book 2)
• A Pirate’s Revenge (Book 3)

Rights Available
Translation, Audio
Rights Sold:
Turkey (Epsilon Yayinevi)

On a fieldtrip to Astoria’s library Wesley finds himself in the middle of a
centuries-old battle for the magic hiding within. Like everyone, Wesley’s heard
stories about the mysterious building: tall tales about secret passages, hidden
treasure, unexplained events, and most of all, the building’s eccentric caretaker.
But Wesley and his friend Taylor begin to suspect there may be some truth to the
stories when they befriend a sad boy named Locke who claims to be a Lost Boy
from Neverland.
Hoping the Librarian can help their new friend Wesley and Tay, witness a strange
altercation between the Librarian and two men. Catching his foes off guard, the
old man disarms his interrogators then ushers the kids into a secret passage before
disappearing into a mist filled cavern beneath the library.
The cavern is a gateway to the worlds of the books in the library. After visiting
some of these worlds, Wesley flips through his copy of Oz. He’s stunned to find
that he and his friends have become part of the story. Not only that, it seems evil
has taken over in the fabled land. Near the book’s end, Wes finds an illustration of
the Wicked Witch standing triumphantly over Dorothy’s dead body as winged
monkeys dig the girl’s grave.
When Wes and Taylor learn their actions have repercussions in the real world as
well as the story world, they decide they must “reset the story” by killing the
Wicked Witch as Dorothy did in the original version of Baum’s book.
After numerous obstacles, their friendship strained, Wes and Taylor find a way to
work together to make sure all the villains are successfully sent home. But lurking
in the background there are clues to suggest a darker adversary is at large who
could prove to be an even bigger challenge as Wesley finally moves forward with
the old man as the Librarian’s Apprentice.
In late 2010, Eric Hobbs’ debut graphic novel, The Broadcast, was published by respected
indie NBM. Not only was it nominated by the ALA for their annual "Great Graphic Novels
for Teens List," but influential website Ain't It Cool News named it their "Graphic Novel of
the Year." A film adaptation of The Broadcast is currently in development. Since The
Broadcast's debut, Hobbs has been published a story for DC Comics, Batman: Intervention,
and a sci-fi adaptation of Hans Christian Anderson's The Puppet Show Man for Dark Horse.

Gail-Agnes Musikavanhu

Ride or Die
Young Adult Fiction

(Currently On Submission)

The Fans of Jeanne Ryan (Charisma, Nerve) and the film “Baby Driver” will love Gail-Agnes
Musikavanhu’s YA novel Ride or Die.
Best friends Loli Crawford and Ryan Pope have been causing trouble in their town for as long as they’ve
known each other. From illegal snack swapping in kindergarten to reckless car surfing in high school, the
two have been dubbed the ‘Bonnie and Clyde of Woolridge High’. Everyone knows that a majority of the
trouble comes from Loli – she just can’t help herself when it comes to the thrill of danger, drama, and
adventure.
One of her many missions starts junior year when she throws an infamously chaotic party just to steal a
necklace. Sneaking away to take back what’s rightfully hers, she ends up meeting X, a strange,
unidentified boy in a closet who promises her the danger and adventure that she can’t refuse.
As Loli takes on each of his missions and begins an ongoing anonymous correspondence with this
Mysterious Voice, she spirals down a rabbit hole as the game gets more and more dangerous. Her fun has
always been free and easy; however, things get out of control as she attempts to one up X’s every move
while encountering the most dangerous thing of all; falling for someone she knows she shouldn’t.
Every chapter is titled with a song/artist that becomes a built-in playlist created by Woolridge’s own Ryan
Pope, the music guru of their high school.

Rights Available
Translation
Audio

Gail-Agnes Musikavanhu is a Boston-based South African writer of young adult
fiction, who covers arts and culture in various local publications while continuing to
work in public relations and media management. She hopes to reach a new
generation of readers, particularly Gen-Z, with fun and relatable adventures of
diverse characters.

Jenna Satterthwaite

Alex Echo Nono
Young Adult Fiction: Horror

(Currently On Submission)

Alex Echo Nono is a YA horror that blends elements of The Lovely Bones and Pan's Labyrinth and will
appeal to fans of Netflix’s Stranger Things. This story has a surprising--yet smooth--pivot from horror
into dark fantasy. It reads as very fresh and yet it will sit comfortably on the shelf next to books like
Christine Lynn Herman's The Devouring Ray and Laura Ruby's Bone Gap.
Alex knows that a cold case can’t be the end of the story. Little does she know it’s only the terrifying
beginning. Determined to find out what happened a year ago, when her younger sister Echo went into
school and never came out, Alex sets off on a trail of dangerous men and the unspeakable acts they
commit.
A teacher with a nervous breakdown, a hermit in the woods, and a mysterious man known only as “The
Collector,” all seem likely suspects for her sister’s disappearance. But Alex's greatest fear is that the
culprit might be her own father who disappeared two years prior, leaving behind a half-finished
manuscript describing places of danger and villainy that Alex believes may be veiling the truth of what
really happened to Echo.
Following the clues of her father's fantastical story, Alex plunges into a dark world of disappeared girls
and supernatural powers; forcing her to straddle the line separating humans from the otherworldly. As the
terrible consequences of her family's dark secrets threaten to undo her, Alex must choose--which sister
lives, and which sister dies?

Rights Available
Translation
Audio

Jenna Satterthwaite lives in Chicago with her husband and three kiddos, where
she writes novels, dreams of sushi, and rewards herself with long baths and good
reads. Over the course of her life, she's lived in Indianapolis, Madrid, Valencia,
Zaragoza, Lyon, Paris, and an assortment of small Midwestern towns. Though
she's very happy to be settled in the City of Broad Shoulders, the long winters
make her dream of the beaches of Hawaii despite her fear of bikinis (wearing
them) and sharks (being eaten by them).

Also by
Jenna Satterthwaite

Not the One You Think
Young Adult Fiction: Thriller

(Currently On Submission)

This exciting narrative combines the secrecy and suspense of One of Us is Lying, with the catty cast
of Mean Girls. The twists and turns will keep you riveted until the very last page, and maybe after.
Sixteen-year-old Britta Andersen has just had a traumatic move from Spain to Indiana. Her parents are exmissionaries, which sets her apart. She has the wrong clothes, the wrong hair, and no money to fix it. But
then she meets Robin, the most popular girl in school. Robin pulls her into a world of parties and
independence that is entirely new and thrilling. Britta has been warned about Robin’s past but is
determined to be a good friend to the Robin she knows. But how well does she really know her?
When Robin disappears at a wild lakefront party, the police say its murder. Britta and two of her
classmates come into possession of Robin’s journal, but this is no ordinary diary. This book, they’re
convinced, holds the name of the killer. Except… their names are in there, too.
If Britta and her friends turn the book in, it could ruin their lives. The solution? To find the killer
themselves. However, in a world where justice can be cruel and lying kind, the answer is far from clear.
One thing is certain—the clock is ticking on Britta, her friends, and her family. Can Britta find her
friend’s killer before it’s too late?

Rights Available
Translation
Audio
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Luke McCallin
Gregor Reinhardt Novels (Books 1, 2, & 3)
Historical Thriller

✴

2013-2016

✴

Berkley Trade

Nominated for the Historical Dagger Award (UK) in 2015 and 2017
In war-torn Yugoslavia, a German officer has been shot and
killed. Along with him a young, beautiful filmmaker and
photographer—a veritable hero to her people—has been
brutally murdered. Assigned to the case is military
intelligence officer Captain Gregor Reinhardt. Already
haunted by his actions in war and the mistakes he’s made off
the battlefield, he soon finds that his investigation may be
more than just a murder—and that the late Yugoslavian
heroine may have been much more brilliant—and
treacherous—than anyone knew. But those bloody tracks may
lead Reinhardt to a secret hidden within the ranks of the
powerful that they will do anything to keep. And his search
for the truth may kill him before he ever finds it.
Captain Gregor Reinhardt has just been reassigned to the
Feldjaegerkorps—a new branch of the military police with farreaching powers. While retreating through Yugoslavia with the
rest of the army, Reinhardt witnesses a massacre of civilians by
the dreaded Ustaše—only to discover there is more to the
incident than anyone believes. When five mutilated bodies turn
up, Reinhardt knows the stakes are growing more important—
and more dangerous. As he desperately tries to uncover the
truth, his own past with the Ustaše threatens his efforts.
Because when it comes to death and betrayal, some people
have long memories. And they remember Reinhardt all too
well.

Rights Available
Translation & Audio
Rights Sold:
Serbia (Laguna)
France (HC-Le Toucan/
PB-Folio/Gallimard/
Audio-Sixtrid)
UK (No Exit Press)
Italy (Baldini & Castoldi)

Rights Available
Translation & Audio
Rights Sold:
UK (No Exit Press)
Italy (Baldini & Castoldi)
France (HC-Editions Le
Toucan/PB-Folio/Gallimard/
Audio-Sixtrid)

A year after Germany’s defeat, Reinhardt has been hired back
Rights Available
onto Berlin’s civilian police force. The city is divided among
Translation & Audio
the victorious allied powers, but tensions are growing, and the
police are riven by internal rivalries as factions within it jockey
Rights Sold:
for power and influence with Berlin’s new masters. When a
UK (No Exit Press
man is found slain in a broken-down tenement, Reinhardt
Italy (Baldini & Castoldi)
embarks on a gruesome investigation. It seems a serial killer is
French (Le Toucan)
on the loose, and matters only escalate when it’s discovered
that one of the victims was the brother of a Nazi scientist.
Reinhardt’s search for the truth takes him across the divided city and soon embroils him in a plot
involving the Western Allies and the Soviets. As he comes under the scrutiny of a group of
Germans who want to continue the war Reinhardt realizes that this investigation could cost him
everything as he pursues a killer who believes that all wrongs must be avenged.

Luke McCallin was born in Oxford, grew up around the world, and has worked with the United Nations as a
humanitarian relief worker and peacekeeper in the Caucasus, the Sahel, and the Balkans. His experiences have
driven his writing, in which he explores what happens to normal people – those stricken by conflict, by disaster
– who are put under abnormal pressures.

K.W. Jeter

Real Dangerous Girl
Real Dangerous People
Real Dangerous Place
Kim Oh Thrillers (Books 1, 2, 3)
Noir/Thriller

✴

2018-2019

✴

Lincoln Square Books

“Real Dangerous Girl grabs you from the first sentence and leaves you wanting more about this wonderful
character. Thankfully Kim Oh is giving all of us more . . .”
– Dean Wesley Smith, USA Today Bestselling author

Training to be a killer was only the first half of the job. Now Kim must put her life on the line
– not just to get revenge on her crooked ex-boss, but to keep from being killed herself before
she can take her first shot. She’s got nobody to help her except Cole, the crippled hitman
who’s shown her how to use a gun. And they’re up against not only a crew of murderous
security guards – but Kim’s own fears and doubts as well. If she’s going to survive, she’ll
have to do things she’s never done before – and become something beyond her wildest
nightmares.
With the velocity of a female Jason Bourne and the dispassion of Richard Stark’s classic
Parker novels, Real Dangerous People picks up with Kim Oh dealing with the death of her
hitman mentor, Cole. She’s about to fall in with some real thugs. But proving herself to a
pack of professional killers is easy compared to dealing with the social workers who want to
take away her little brother Donnie – a problem a gun won’t solve as much as she’d like it to.
Having traded in her adding machine for a .357 Magnum, Kim must find a way to stay alive
in the hard world of wolves she now lives in. Laced with K. W. Jeter’s sly wit and gritty
prose, the story picks up steam in this second installment as rookie enforcer Kim struggles to
make it to the big leagues while making a better home for herself and her wheelchair-bound
brother, Donnie.

L.A.'s a new world for Kim -- until it turns just as deadly as everywhere she's been before.
Caught in a violent hostage situation -- trapped on the freeway in the middle of the city, with
fiery explosions in front and behind her, surrounded by a terrorist mastermind's assault-rifletoting henchmen on all sides -- an unarmed Kim must fight to save both her brother Donnie
and herself. And all the while, she's unaware of how much is really at stake -- a revengedriven scheme to unleash an apocalyptic weapon, horrifying beyond description...

Rights Available
Translation & Audio

K. W. Jeter is an American science fiction and thriller author known for his literary writing style, dark themes, and
complex, paranoid characters. His latest novels are The Kingdom of Shadows, set in the sinister and glamorous
world of the film industry of the Third Reich, and the Kim Oh Thrillers.

Peter Rubie

Werewolf
Fiction: Horror

✴

August 2019

✴

Lincoln Square Books

“Werewolf ... is a first-class job, chock full of wonderful British atmosphere, solid characterization and keen,
non-gross-out action."
- William F. Nolan, Author of Logan's
"Peter Rubie combines an accurate view of blacked out wartime London with Gothic Horror...that echoes
the Scottish Legend and the great Hollywood movies."
- Colin Wilson, Author of The Outsider

Something is prowling the streets of World War II
London. It goes hunting during the fires and turmoil of
the Blitz when most people are dodging Nazi bombs.
But this creature isn't deterred by the destruction or the
carnage. As its victims start turning up shredded and
gnawed, the East End community of Smiths Common
become terrifies of what might be preying on then.
Only the gypsies will give it a name: werewolf.

Rights Available
Translation
Audio

Peter Rubie works in publishing in the U.S and is also a professional jazz musician who
lives and works in New York City. He was born in the U.K. and was a journalist in Fleet
Street, London, and for BBC Radio News before moving to the States.

Sarah Gerdes

Danielle Grant Trilogy
Fiction: Women’s Commercial

✴

2018

✴

RPM Publishing

Set mainly in Zurich, Gerdes’ three-novel series is a resonant portrayal of Danielle Grant, a
successful, independent woman who finds true love in unexpected circumstances.

Made for Me (Book 1)
Recruited to Switzerland for the job of her dreams, Danielle Grant is surrounded by
stunning beauty, intelligent people, and the expectation of returning home with a fat
bank account when her contract concludes. All she has to do is abide by the terms of
her employment and exercise discretion in all aspects of her life. Despite her
intentions to remain free of the distractions of romance, she falls in love, only to learn
that she has inadvertently put her career in jeopardy. Reconciled to being alone, she
finds a new love, and ends up facing a wrenching choice that will determine once and
for all if she will remain in Zurich, keep her career intact, and ever have a family to
call her own.

Destined for You (Book 2)
Danielle Grant now has a beautiful, healthy child, a position at the top of her field and
the man that seemed to be made just for her. Then, the for the second time since
coming to Switzerland, the unexpected happens. Tragedy strikes, catapulting her into
a vortex of grief. Forced to step back from her career, she takes time to evaluate her
life, her goals and reimagine how her heart can heal. As she rediscovers herself and
desires for her future, Danielle determines to start over. She also confronts the
complexity of integrating new family members and the loss of old friends from her
life. With her family hanging in the balance, Danielle forges ahead, believing that
destiny will find her and bring along the man who was always meant to be in her life.

Meant to Be (Book 3)
Danielle has made a new life in Zurich with her daughter and in-laws, but love turns
elusive once again as her relationship with Lars deteriorates. Can she compromise and
learn to love a man whose passion for life equals her own, and carries with the same
risk as Andre, who died because of it? Can she truly trust her emotions to another
once again? Find out if Danielle’s dreams are of true love are meant to be.
Rights Available
Translation, Audio

Sarah Gerdes is an award-winning author of twenty books (three reaching #1) that have been
published in over 100 countries and three languages. Sarah's fiction books are suspenseful and
sexy, many with underlying themes of technology. Her non-fiction work centers on success and
entrepreneurship. The themes of perseverance, determination, hope and overcoming the odds
carry through all genres. Her upcoming title, Above Ground, a romantic suspense is due October
2020.

Leslie Tentler

Rarity Cove Series
Mystery/Suspense

✴

2015 & 2017

✴

Left Field Press

Before the Storm (Book 1)
"Leslie Tentler's Before the Storm successfully performs a balancing act
between romance and suspense..." - IndieReader
Six years earlier, Trina Grissom disappeared, on the run for her life. Now living under an
assumed identity—as Samantha Marsh—she still struggles with the dark secret she
harbors and the fear she might one day be found. When she moves to the coastal town of
Rarity Cove, South Carolina, to open a café, a handsome widower begins to chip away at
the walls she’s built to protect herself. Mark St. Clair lost his wife two years ago in a tragic
accident. Head of the grand St. Clair resort, he distracts himself from his lingering grief by
running the family business and caring for his troubled young daughter...until a beautiful restaurateur sets up shop
in town. Before meeting Samantha, Mark was convinced he could never be drawn to another woman. But as his
attraction to Samantha grows, the mystery surrounding her deepens. As the two begin a hesitant courtship, double
perils emerge. Someone from Samantha’s lurid past comes calling, threatening to expose her. And a powerful
hurricane is forming in the Atlantic with the small beach town in its path. Trapped in the storm by the brutal man
who wants vengeance on Samantha, she and Mark must fight for their lives.
Rights Available
Translation

Low Tide (Book 2)

Rights Sold
Japan (Futami Shobo)

"Low Tide involves betrayal, hurt, anger, picking yourself back up and learning to
love and trust again. I could not stop reading this book and wound up finishing it in
one sitting." - Night Owl Romance
Hollywood leading man Carter St. Clair had it all—until a brutal stalker attack nearly
takes his life. Seriously injured, he returns to his hometown of Rarity Cove, South
Carolina, to recover in private, his outlook on fame forever changed by someone claiming
to be his “number-one fan.” Physical therapist Quinn Reese fled San Francisco to be free
of her soon-to-be ex-husband, professional football player Jake Medero. Staying at her
mother’s house in Rarity Cove seems like her only option until she can get back on her
feet financially. When the St. Clair family makes her a lucrative offer of employment, Quinn sees the potential for
starting over, even if it means working with Carter, who broke her heart years ago. As Carter heals under Quinn’s
care, a fragile bond forms between them. Carter also recognizes a parallel between his own stalker and the
possessive pro baller who considers Quinn his property. But even as Carter steps into the role of Quinn’s protector,
another dangerous storm is brewing…one for which neither of them is prepared.
Leslie Tentler is the author of six novels, including Fallen and the Chasing Evil Trilogy (Midnight Caller,
Midnight Fear, and Edge of Midnight). She was a finalist for Best First Novel at ThrillerFest 2012 and is a twotime finalist for the Daphne du Maurier Award for Excellence in Mystery and Suspense. She is also the recipient of
the prestigious Maggie Award of Excellence. She is a member of Romance Writers of America, International
Thriller Writers and Novelists, Inc. A native of East Tennessee, she currently resides in Atlanta.

Leslie Tentler

Fallen
Mystery/Suspense

✴

October 2014

✴

Left Field Press

Finalist in the 2015 Daphne du Maurier Awards for Excellence in Mystery and Suspense .
“Taut page-turning suspense and heart-stopping romance: Leslie Tentler is a rising star of
romantic suspense.”
Allison Brennan, New York Times bestselling author
"Fallen is a fast paced, energetic novel, full of suspense and action...It kept me glued to the page and
I read it in one sitting because I just had to know how it all would end. A great read."
- Fresh Fiction
Amid a sultry Atlanta summer, someone is targeting police.
The investigation becomes personal for APD Detective Ryan
Winter when a colleague and friend is shot dead, the second victim
in just weeks. But even as he finds himself being drawn deeper
into the tense hunt for a serial cop killer, he is forced to re-examine
his own shattering personal tragedy.
As an ER physician at Atlanta's busy Mercy Hospital, Dr. Lydia
Costa is no stranger to suffering. Still, the recent police slayings
reopen barely healed wounds - and bring her face-to-face with her
ex-husband, Ryan Winter.
As the body count rises and paranoia tightens its grip on the police
force, Lydia and Ryan are pulled together by circumstances and
fate...causing old passions to reignite despite their painful shared
past. But as Ryan moves closer to discovering the killer's identity,
someone is watching, placing both him and Lydia in mortal
danger.

Rights Available
Translation
Audio

Chris Goff

Dark Waters
A Raisa Jordan Thriller (Book 1)
International Thriller

✴

September 2015

✴

Crooked Lane

"Great characters, action and location--altogether terrific."
--Lee Child, #1 New York Times bestselling author
"A relentless international thriller with a terrifying topic and
an impressive heroine. Well done!"
--David Morrell, NY Times bestselling author of First Blood
and Brotherhood of the Rose
" Great characters, cool setting, and sharp, tight writing
make Dark Waters a sure winner."
--J.T. Ellison, NY Times bestselling author of What Lies
Behind
Raisa “Rae” Jordan, an agent for the U.S. Diplomatic

Security Service, isn't in Israel for more than a day before
her predecessor is gunned down in a Tel Aviv square by a
sniper. Assigned to investigate the assassination of one of
her own, she must also protect Judge Ben Taylor and his
teenage daughter. They may be the sniper's next targets and
are most certainly being threatened by a desperate cadre of
terrorists with their sights set on the Secretary of State's
upcoming visit. But is an attack on the Secretary of State all
that they have planned or is that just the beginning?
There are no protocols for this kind of a situation, and
following the rules is exactly the kind of thing that could get the Taylors killed. To subvert an attack that
could crush the fledgling peace in the Middle East, Jordan must trust her instincts and bring together a
contentious team of agents from Israel, the U.S., and the Palestinian territories to uncover a conspiracy,
years in the making.
With millions of lives hanging in the balance, Dark Waters, Chris Goff's explosive new thriller, is a series
debut that mirrors global headlines and will have readers frantically turning pages.
Rights Available
Translation
Rights Sold:
Italy & Israel

Christine (Chris) Goff, an award-winning mystery author, began her career as a newspaper
columnist. She has taught writing workshops and has served on the board of the Mystery Writers of
America. She lives in Colorado. This is her first thriller.

Chris Goff

Red Sky
A Raisa Jordan Thriller (Book 2)
International Thriller

✴

March 2017

✴

Crooked Lane

“...bristling with suspense, you’ll want to put your life on hold to read this first-rate thriller.”
--Gayle Lynds, NY Times bestselling author of The Book of Spies
“"Goff, known for her intriguing mysteries, reveals a knack for thrillers...Goff has a winner with
Raisa as a series lead. A sure bet for fans of international thrillers."
— Booklist

When People’s Republic Flight 91 crashes in
northeastern Ukraine with a U.S. diplomatic agent
onboard, U.S. Diplomatic Security Service Agent Raisa
Jordan is sent to investigate. The agent was escorting a
prisoner home from Guangzhou, China, along with
sensitive documents, and it quickly becomes apparent
that the plane was intentionally downed. Was it to
silence
the
two
Americans
onboard?
To avoid a diplomatic incident, Jordan must discover
what the Americans knew that was worth killing
hundreds to cover up. With Russia deeply entangled in
the Ukraine and the possibility that China could be
hiding reasons to bring down its own plane, tensions are
high.
As international relations and even more lives hang in
the balance, Jordan races to stop a new Cold War. Red
Sky, Chris Goff's pulse-pounding follow-up to Dark
Waters, is yet another white-knuckle joyride for fans of
Gayle Lynds.

Rights Available
Translation

Norman Draper

Backyard
Contemporary Fiction/Satire ✴

November 2014

✴

Kensington

“Readers looking for a quick, witty read will enjoy the
thorns in this prickly arrangement.”
--Publishers Weekly
“Draper’s savory satire of such an unlikely source of
obsession and greed demonstrates a splendid affinity for
Mother Nature and a sardonic appraisal of human
nature.”
--Booklist
“[A] laugh-out-loud novel…”
--Minneapolis Star Tribune
With the same sort of gentle humor of Dave Barry and
Garrison Keeler, Backyard peels back the placid, MiracleGro-soaked sod of gardening to reveal a culture of yucca
fetishes, monarda mutilations, and herbivore-induced hissy
fits.
When the news leaks that Burdick’s PlantWorld is
sponsoring a garden contest the likes of which the
unassuming suburb of Livia has never seen, the town’s
middle-aged gardening reprobates take notice. There’s a cowled spy, a witch who channels the spirit
power of millions of dead flower souls, and a saboteur who’ll unleash a Mongol horde of half-starved
rabbits on any garden if the price of right. None of these residents compare to the resident gardening
psychopath Dr. Phyllis Sproot, who will stop at nothing to maintain her dominance as Livia’s most
eminent gardener.
Against these forbidding forces stands determined couple George and Nan Fremont. In their quest for the
first-place prize, they vow to turn their backyard into a suburban paradise of bursting summer blooms and
thrilling songbirds while blissfully sipping their favorite merlot and brandishing a butcher knife and
genuine “Smokestack” Gaines baseball bat.
Rights Available
Translation
Norman Draper spent 35 years as a newspaper reporter. He graduated from the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill as journalism major. He now lives and writes in Bloomington, MN with his
wife, Jennifer, and sons Sam and Ed. Unlike his wife, the real gardener in the family, Norman is
always ready to uncork a bottle of Sagelands 2007 merlot once Jennifer’s hard day of work in the
garden is done.

Also by Norman Draper

Front Yard
Contemporary Fiction/Satire

✴

September 2015

✴

Kensington

"... darkly hilarious ... Readers looking for a quick, witty read
will enjoy the thorns in this prickly arrangement." -Publishers Weekly
"Draper lavishly describes the gardens of Livia...the silly
shenanigans keep the pace speedy... a ... tale of suburban
warfare waged by the gardening elite."
--Kirkus Reviews
"Draper’s savory satire ... demonstrates a splendid affinity for
Mother Nature and a sardonic appraisal of human nature."
--Booklist

Livia is a quiet Midwestern suburb known for its greenthumbed residents and their impeccable yards--but this
summer, they'll be digging up a lot more than weeds.
George and Nan Fremont are renowned among their
neighbors for their meticulously manicured backyard. Now
that the weather's warming up, it's time for them to give
their neglected front yard a much-needed makeover.
Luckily, their daughter Mary and their gardening intern
Shirelle are around to help.
But a bevy of meddlers stonewall their latest project before they can even dig in. Shirelle's college
advisor, Dr. Brockheimer, is a little too enamored with the Fremonts' gardening prowess. Livia's resident
historian, Miss Price, seems to be hiding something about the history of their property. And their nosy
neighbor, Jim Graybill, is forever scanning their lawn for buried treasures with his beloved metal
detector--but could he actually be onto something for once?
Trouble is in full bloom in Livia, but with a trowel in one hand and a glass of merlot in the other, George
and Nan count on everything coming up roses.

Rights Available
Translation

Aimée & David Thurlo

Grave Consequences
A Charlie Henry Mystery (Book 2)
Mystery

✴

April 2015

✴

Minotaur/St. Martin’s Press

“A fast-paced thriller”
--Kirkus
“Aimée and David Thurlo surely deserve to be called the
successors to Tony Hillerman.”
—Tess Gerritsen, New York Times bestselling author
of Rizzoli & Isles: Last to Die

Charlie is a former Special Forces operative and newly
minted pawnbroker. He thinks he’s finally turned a corner
and found the calm, quiet life he’s always wanted. But life
has a way of confounding such ambitions. A young Navajo
man comes into his shop, claiming his girlfriend mistakenly
pawned a beautiful family heirloom, a turquoise necklace
that she desperately needs back. When he’s unable to
produce any proof of this tale, Charlie is immediately
suspicious. No claim ticket, no exchange. Then the young
man returns with reinforcements—and guns—making it
abundantly clear that there’s more to this story than just a
family heirloom.

The heirloom quickly becomes the focus of a case where everyone lies, and every question seems to
answer with gunfire. And in an act so taboo in Navajo culture as to be unthinkable, the piece was stolen
from the grave of the murdered Navajo silversmith who made it. It’s up to Charlie and his comrades in
arms to help find out who’s really telling the truth and uncover the mysteries that this heirloom holds.

This was Aimée Thurlo’s last novel before she passed away unexpectedly in 2014.
David Thurlo will continue to write the series.

Rights Available
Translation

Also by Aimée & David Thurlo

Ghost Medicine
An Ella Clah Novel
Mystery

✴

November 2013

✴

Forge Books

“An outstanding series.”
—Booklist

Navajo Police Special Investigator Ella Clah takes all her cases
personally, but some cases are more personal than others. The
murder of Harry Ute is one of those—not only because Ella and
Harry dated, years ago, but also because Harry was once a
member of her investigative team. Ella’s team is as close to her
as family and a blow against one is a blow against all.
Harry’s been working for Bruce “Teeny” Little, a local security
expert, but despite their long friendship, Teeny won’t tell Ella
much, just the job involves theft of government property. The
dead man was found in an isolated area of the Rez that is
reportedly haunted by skinwalkers and the scattered residents
are too frightened of the Navajo witches to tell the police much.
County cop Dan Nez is also looking into the government thefts.
The two detectives—each top dog in their own territory—will have to share jurisdiction, something
complicated by their growing attraction to each other.
Ella finds evidence that connects Harry’s murder to the secret sale of previously unknown Navajo
artifacts. If Harry discovered a hidden—and illegal—dig, the artifact smugglers might have killed him to
protect their lucrative operation.
Identifying the murderer isn’t going to be easy. But Harry was one of her own and Ella is determined to
bring his killer to justice.
Rights Available
Translation

In addition to the Ella Clah mysteries, Aimée and David Thurlo have written many
Harlequin Intrigue titles. Their Navajo characters reflect David’s many years on the Navajo
reservation. Aimée is a native of Cuba who has lived in the American Southwest for more
than thirty years.

Also by Aimée & David Thurlo

A Time of Change
Romance/Mystery

✴

April 2013

✴

Forge Books

“A rich mix of engaging characters, nail-biting suspense, complex mystery, and
tantalizing romance.”
—Rebecca York, New York Times bestselling author
“Aimée and David Thurlo surely deserve to be called
the successors to Tony Hillerman.”
—Tess Gerritsen, New York Times bestselling author of Rizzoli & Isles: Last to Die

When The Outpost's owner dies, Josephine, a young
Navajo woman, is shocked to discover that Tom Stuart,
whom she thought of as a surrogate father, has left her
the business.
Ben Stuart and his dad had had problems, but military
service changed Ben for the better and put the two men
back in each other's lives. His father's sudden death ends
any possibility of a true reconciliation and leaves Ben
fuming at being disinherited.
Suspecting that Jo had an affair with his father, Ben is
determined to get control of the trading post.
Jo's hataalii training shows her that Ben is wounded in
both body and soul, and she becomes determined to
help him.
As Jo and Ben move toward a deeper understanding of
each other, they learn that Tom Stuart was murdered
and that the trading post at the center of their lives holds
many secrets.

Rights Available
Translation

FICTION
Sci-Fi/Fantasy/Steampunk

Mirah Bolender
The Chronicles of Amicae Series (Books 1 & 2)
Fantasy

✴

2018-2020

✴

Tor Books

City of Broken Magic (Book 1)
“This debut builds a fascinating setting that readers will want to keep coming
back to.”―Publishers Weekly, starred review
“If it’s magic – which wire do you cut?”
Five hundred years ago, magi created a weapon they couldn’t control. An infestation
that ate magic―and anything else it encountered. Enemies and allies were equally
filling. Only an elite team of non-magical humans, known as sweepers, can defuse
and dispose of infestations before they spread. Most die before they finish training.
Laura, a new team member, has stayed alive longer than most. Now, she’s the
last―and only―sweeper standing between the city and a massive infestation.

Rights Available:
Translation
(Except German)

The Monstrous Citadel (Book 2)
“Intricately crafted and exhilarating, this is a worthy continuation of the
series.” ―Publishers Weekly
Some things are more monstrous.
Amicae, City of Sweepers, survived the Falling Infestation which nearly destroyed it
thanks to the efforts of Laura and Okane. While the ancient monsters have been
beaten back for the moment, new and more monstrous dangers face them in the form
of belligerent bureaucracy, dangerous gangs, grasping Sweepers bent on personal
glory . . .
And Rex, the City of Kings, who breed their own kind of monstrosity.
Laura and Okane must go to Rex to reclaim the secret weaponry that keeps Amicae safe and come face to face with
a horrifying truth about the Rex and their designs on all of Orien's cities.
Mirah Bolender graduated with majors in creative writing and art. She has traveled and studied overseas, most notably in
Japan, and these experiences leak into her work. City of Broken Magic was her debut novel in the Amicae series. She currently
lives in St. Paul, Minnesota.

K.W. Jeter

George Dower Trilogy
Steampunk

✴

2017

✴

Angry Robot

“Jeter is an exhilarating writer who always seems to have another rabbit
to pull out of his hat.” --The New York Times Book Review
In 1986 K. W. Jeter coined the term “steampunk,” applying it to his first Victorian-era science fiction
alternate-history adventure, Infernal Devices, and continued the series with Fiendish Schemes and Grim
Expectations.

Infernal Devices
When George Dower’s father died, he left George his watchmaker’s shop – and more. But
George has little talent for watches and other infernal devices. When someone tries to steal
an old device from the premises, George finds himself embroiled in a mystery of time
travel, music and sexual intrigue.

Fiendish Schemes
The world George Dower left when he went into hiding was significantly simpler than the
new, steam-powered Victorian London. Dower is enticed into a web of intrigue with
ominously mysterious players who have nefarious plans of which he can only guess. If he
can locate and make his father's Vox Universalis work as it was intended, his future is
assured. But his efforts are confounded by the strange Vicar Stonebrake. Drugged,
arrested, and interrogated Dower is trapped in a maelstrom of secrets, corruption, and
schemes that threaten to drown him in the chaos of this mad new world.

Grim Expectations
Sometime after the events of Fiendish Schemes, George Dower finds himself a widower,
of sorts. On her deathbed, Miss McThane entrusts Dower with a small, ticking clockwork
box. The box is mysteriously linked to her. When she breathes her last, the box stops
ticking and Dower is able to open it, to find hundreds of letters – written in an unknown
hand, signed only with the initial S. They’re not love letters, but refer instead to the letterwriter’s ongoing search for some other person. The last is a simple note, reading “Found
him”…
Rights Available
Translation
K. W. Jeter is an American science fiction and thriller author known as the “godfather of
steampunk” for first inventing the term. He is the author of Infernal Devices, Morlock Night, the
cyberpunk novel Dr. Adder, noir sequels to Blade Runner as well as dark fantasy and other visionary
science fiction. A native of California, he currently lives in Oklahoma City.

Michael Hodges

The Invasive
Science Fiction

✴

Spring 2016

✴

Severed Press

Author of THE PULLER, Michael Hodges's THE INVASIVE, in which a couple discovers
that invasive species from another planet are taking over their beloved Apex Mountain and with
the help of a mountain man, a dog, and native grizzlies and eagles, fight to defend their turf.
Rights Sold:
German (Luzifer Verlag)

In the tradition of Jurassic Park, this debut thriller features
a realistic premise coupled with exciting animal action.
Bishop is incensed when his beloved Apex Valley is being
taken over by invasive species – from another planet.
Bishop and his wife of five years, Angela are enjoying
their anniversary celebration like they always do, in a cabin
in the woods near Apex Mountain when Bishop notices
that something isn’t quite right. What appears to be a dead
leaf on his wife’s neck turns out to be some strange
creature that starts squeaking and what is that little
mammal thing looking up from under the deck with silver
eyes and a flashing red tag. But when a strange eel-type
animal grabs his wife and carries her off into the woods,
Bishop must spring into action.
Joined by gruff mountain man Colbrick and scruffy mutt
Yutu, Bishop and Angela are trapped high in the
wilderness. Defending themselves against sonic seals,
secapods, and other “new arrivals” transforms them from
urban professionals to survival experts, though Angela points out that some of the cuter species aren’t
really after them. When they discover that they are in quarantine and at the center of the disturbance, they
must decide whether to wait for Homeland Security or take matters into their own hands. The native
grizzlies and hawks are already defending their turf.

Michael Hodges is an American speculative fiction writer. His short stories have appeared in over
twenty magazines and anthologies, and his debut novel, The Puller, was released on April 24, 2015.
The film rights for The Puller were optioned by Sonny Mallhi, producer of the horror classic The
Strangers and The Lake House. The Puller also received a five-star review from SF Signal.

NONFICTION
History

Jason Ridler

Mavericks of War
The Unconventional, Unorthodox Innovators and Thinkers,
Scholars, and Outsiders Who Mastered the Art of War
Nonfiction/Military

✴

June 2018

✴

Stackpole Books

“Jason Ridler’s Mavericks of War is that rarest of books, a visceral page-turner which is also a deep
examination of an overlooked human resource in war and international affairs—the expert outsider who
works from inside while the ambassadors and the Generals pace outside the walls.”
--Richard Rhodes, author of the Pulitzer Prize-winning The Making of the Atomic Bomb)

"The stories of these contrarians, some famous and some obscure, give us both historical insight and
personal profiles in perseverance. . . a good example of what I call new military history, history that takes in
the broader cultural issues beyond the battlefield, similar, in its way, to Max Boot’s outstanding The Savage
Wars of Peace: Small Wars and the Rise of American Power, which looked at valuable lessons to be found in
‘minor’ conflicts often overlooked for more spectacular world wars."
--Journal of Empire Studies

During World War I, Oxford-trained archeologist Lawrence of
Arabia used his knowledge of the Middle East to help organize the
Arab revolt against the Ottoman Empire. In this entertaining and
insightful book, Jason Ridler profiles the intellectuals, outsiders,
and eccentrics who followed in Lawrence’s footsteps across the
next hundred years of warfare and who relied on creativity,
curiosity, and outside-the-box thinking to shape battlefields from
World War II and Vietnam to Iraq and Afghanistan. They were Ivy
Leaguers and Oxford scholars, anthropologists and archeologists,
an ad executive, an international activist, a Peace Corps veteran, an
émigré journalist (and former teenage member of the French
Resistance), a diplomat—mavericks and oddballs, men and
women—who, not always heralded or heeded and sometimes hated,
challenged traditional military thought and helped win wars, secure
peace, and change the face of modern war.
Rights Available
Translation
Jason S. Ridler holds a PhD in war studies from the Royal Military College of Canada and
is a former visiting scholar at the University of California, Berkeley. He has published
numerous articles on special forces, unconventional warfare, counterinsurgency, and military
history. He is an adjunct professor at Norwich University and a teaching fellow at Johns
Hopkins University. He lives in Berkeley, California.

NONFICTION
Spirituality/Religion
Health/Wellness
Psychology/Self-Help

Val Walker

The Art of Comforting
Self-Help/Relationship

✴

October 2010

✴

Tarcher

Winner of the 2011 Nautilus Book Award Gold Medal
Rights Available
Translation
Rights Sold
Spanish Language
Complex Chines

This step-by-step guide helps readers understand what to say and
do to offer warmth and support to others who are grieving or
suffering, inspiring readers to become more confident and adept at
making the human connections that are so essential to helping
someone in distress. Includes numerous interviews with people the
author considers to be “Master Comforters” and a final chapter that
is a guide to all things comforting.

Val Walker provides training in the art of comforting at hospitals, schools,
community centers, and businesses. She holds a Master of Science degree in
Rehabilitation Counseling from Virginia Commonwealth University, with
specialized study in grief, loss, and disability. She has facilitated bereavement
support groups at the Massey Cancer Center, Medical College of Virginia, and
later developed support groups, guided grieving families, and trained
bereavement volunteers as a bereavement coordinator at a hospice in Maine.
Her latest book is 400 Friends and No One to Call. She lives in Maine.

Joyce Keller

Seven Steps to Heaven
How to Communicate with Your Departed Loved Ones
in Seven Easy Steps
Nonfiction: New Age/Spiritual

✴

2007

✴

Simon & Schuster

Say Good-bye One More Time!
Have you ever experienced a breeze in a closed room? A
brush on the cheek when no one is there? A whisper that
sounds like the voice of someone who has passed away?
Perhaps it is coincidence or perhaps it is the beginning of
spirit communication.
In Seven Steps to Heaven noted psychic Joyce Keller clears
up misconceptions about the afterlife and reveals the
various ways in which those who have crossed over make
contact with us. With clarity and compassion, she shares
for the first time her successful Connection Technique that
makes it possible for anyone to bridge the divide between
the living and the dead. Developed over a period of twenty
years, Keller's Connection Technique involves seven
simple and safe tools:
•
Angels and spirit teachers
•
Prayer and affirmations
•
Meditation
•
dreams
•
A spirit space
•
Sound
•
A labyrinth
Seven Steps to Heaven offers comfort and hope to everyone who has experienced the profound loneliness
and sadness that comes with the death of a family member, a dear friend, or a pet.
Rights Available
Translation
Audio

Joyce Keller, a nationally known psychic and media personality, is the host of the call-in
radio program The Joyce Keller Show, broadcast since 1987 on New York's WGBB-AM and
globally on the Internet. She is also the author of The Complete Book of
Numerology and Calling All Angels and is the astrology columnist for Lifetime Television's
website. She lives in Florida and can be reached at JoyceKeller.com.

Steve Silverman

Einstein’s Refrigerator
And Other Stories from the Flip Side of History
Nonfiction: History/Humor

✴

2001 ✴

Andrews McMeel

Steve Silverman was looking for a way to add some spice to his
high school lectures when he realized that weird and bizarre truelife stories would capture his students' attention. In fact, they
worked so well that the science teacher then began posting his
discoveries to his own Web site, which he dubbed Useless
Information. Well-researched and clearly sourced, Silverman's
unusual tidbits have gained a wide following.
In Einstein's Refrigerator, Silverman collects more than 30 of the
most fascinating stories he has gathered--tales of forgotten genius,
great blunders, and incredible feats of survival, as well as answers
to puzzling questions.
Einstein's Refrigerator is a remarkable book with spellbinding
stories. Whatever happened to the refrigerator Einstein helped
invent? While it never became a commercial success, its underlying
concepts became the basis for cooling nuclear breeder reactors.

Rights Available
Translation
Audio
Rights Sold
Turkey (Dokus Yayinlari)

Steve Silverman is a now-retired teacher, who taught earth science, physics, and computer
science at Chatham High School near Albany, N.Y for over 30 years. An inventor with more
than 100 inventions to his credit, Steve also maintains a website and popular podcast called
Useless Information (www.uselessinformation.org), which has won numerous awards,
including Yahoo's Site of the Week, USA Today Hot Site, and BBC Online Web Choice.

Larry J. Koenig, Ph.D.

Smart Discipline
Fast, Lasting Solutions for Your Child’s Self-Esteem
and Your Peace of Mind
Nonfiction: Parenting

✴

2004

✴

HarperCollins

Larry J. Koenig, Ph.D., creator of the hugely popular Smart
Discipline® seminars, explains his simple, dramatically
effective system to help children follow the rules at home and
at school. It is easily tailored to differences in age,
temperament, and the needs of children with ADD/ADHD.
Positive results usually are seen within a few days. Best of all:
instead of nagging, parents can use Dr. Koenig's powerful
esteem-building strategies to affirm their children's strengths.
The Smart Discipline system:
•
Gets kids to do what you ask, the first time you ask
•
Stops fighting, bickering, and disrespectful language
•
Ends hassles over homework, chores, messy rooms, and
bedtime
•
Instills positive self-image and builds confidence. . .
and much more!
Rights Available
Spanish Translation

Larry J. Koenig, Ph.D., trained as a family therapist, is the founder of Up with Youth,
the nation's leading self-esteem program for adolescents, which has benefited thousands
of teens nationwide. He is also president of the North American Society for Parent
Training and Development and creator of Up with Parents, a dynamic program that helps
parents effectively gain control of their children's behaviors and attitudes. At his
parenting seminars, he is well known for his delightful ability to pinpoint exactly what is
going on in people's homes and for giving meaningful and practical advice. The parents
of five grown children, Dr. Koenig and his wife Nydia live in Baton Rouge, Louisiana.

NONFICTION
Memoirs & Biographies

Carol Dine

Places in the Bone
A Memoir
Memoir

✴

2019

✴

Lincoln Square Books

"Often beautiful . . . [the book] reads like a skier on a slalom course full of jigs, jags, and quick
jumps that capture a good amount of the fine surprise and sudden disasters in [Dine’s] life"
-- Norman Mailer, New York Times and Pulitzer prize-winning author
"In this powerful memoir, poet Dine reflects . . . on how disease is just one aspect of a life worth
living."
-- Library Journal

In a series of unflinching vignettes laced with heartbreak
and humor, Places in the Bone gives an unforgettable
account of loss and survival, childhood secrets banished
from memory, and the power of language to retrieve the
missing parts of oneself and one’s past.

Rights Available
Translation
Audio

Carol Dine was the author of four books of poetry and a memoir. She was invited to read from
her book, Van Gogh in Poems at the Royal Academy, London and the Van Gogh Museum,
Amsterdam. She is a recipient of the Sword of Hope Award from the American Cancer Society
and the Editor’s Choice Award from Ekphrasis/Frith Press, as well as grants from the Money for
Women/Barbara Deming Memorial Fund, the St. Botolph Club Foundation, and the Bitter
Oleander Press. Her poetry manuscript, “Resistance: The Canvas of War” was a finalist for the
Word Works Washington Prize. Carol has been a resident at the MacDowell Colony, Yaddo,
Ragdale, the Virginia Center for Creative Arts, the Wurlitzer Foundation and the Millay Colony.
She teaches memoir at Massachusetts College of Art & Design, Boston.

Bill Steigerwald

Dogging Steinbeck
Discovering America and Exposing the Truth
About “Travels with Charley”
Nonfiction

✴

2012

✴

Createspace

"Steinbeck falsified his trip. I am delighted that you went deep into this.”
-- Paul Theroux, Author of “Deep South" and "The Tao of Travel"
"No book gave me more of a kick this year than Bill Steigerwald's investigative travelogue 'Dogging Steinbeck.'"
-- Nick Gillespie, editor-in-chief of Reason.com

First Bill Steigerwald took John Steinbeck’s classic Travels with Charley
and used it as a map for his own road trip in search of America. Then he
proved Steinbeck’s iconic nonfiction book was as 50-year-old literary
fraud.
Bill Steigerwald had a brilliant plan for showing how much America has
changed in the last half century -- or so he thought. He’d simply retrace the
10,000-mile route John Steinbeck took around the USA in 1960 for his
beloved bestseller “Travels With Charley.” Then he’d compare the America
he saw with the country Steinbeck described in his classic road book. But
when the intrepid ex-newspaperman from Pittsburgh started researching
Steinbeck’s trip he uncovered a shocking literary scoop. Steinbeck’s iconic
nonfiction book was a fraud. “Travels With Charley” was not just full of
fiction. It was a deceptive and dishonest account of the great novelist’s actual
road trip. Steigerwald made his own road trip exactly 50 years after Steinbeck
did. Chasing and fact-checking Steinbeck’s ghost for 11,276 miles and 43
days, meeting hundreds of ordinary Americans, often sleeping in the back of
his car in Wal-Mart parking lots, he drove from Maine to California to Texas.
Despite the Great Recession and national headlines dripping with gloom and
doom, Steigerwald discovered an America along the Steinbeck Highway that
was big, empty, rich, safe, clean, prosperous and friendly. He didn’t just
reaffirm his faith in America to withstand the long train of abuse from Washington and Wall Street, however. He also
exposed the half-century-old myths of “Travels With Charley,” ruffled the PhDs of the country’s top Steinbeck scholars
and forced “Charley’s” publisher to finally tell the truth. With the spirit of a teenage driver, a dogged pursuit of the facts
and a refreshing point of view about America proudly located in the heart of Flyover Country not Manhattan, he spins the
story of his ride with Steinbeck’s ghost into a provocative, news-making and entertaining American road book.

Rights Available
Translation
Bill Steigerwald is a veteran journalist from Pittsburgh who worked as an editor and
writer/reporter/columnist for the Los Angeles Times in the 1980s, the Post-Gazette in the 1990s and the
Pittsburgh Tribune-Review in the 2000s. His interviews and libertarian op-ed columns were nationally
syndicated for about five years at CagleCartoons.com, and he worked briefly for CBS-TV in Hollywood in
the late 1970s. Steigerwald's freelance articles, interviews and commentaries have appeared in many of the
major newspapers in the USA and in magazines like Reason, Penthouse and Family Circle. He retired from
the daily newspaper business in March 2009. He and his wife Trudi live south of Pittsburgh in the woods.

Harry Kelsey

Philip of Spain, King of England
History/Biography

✴

January 2012

✴

IB Taurus

The Spanish Armada conjures up images of age-old
rivalries, bravery, and treachery. However, the same
Spanish monarch who sent the Armada to invade England in
1588 was, just a few years previously, the King of England
and husband of Mary Tudor. This important new book sheds
new light on Philip II of Spain, England’s forgotten
sovereign. Previous accounts of Mary’s brief reign have
focused on the martyrdom of Protestant dissenters, the loss
of English territory, as well as Mary’s infamous personality,
meaning that her husband Philip has remained in the
shadows.
In this book, Harry Kelsey uncovers Philip’s life - from his
childhood and education in Spain, to his marriage to Mary
and the political maneuverings involved in the marriage
contract, to the tumultuous aftermath of Mary’s death, which
ultimately led to hostile relations between Queen Elizabeth
and Philip, culminating in the Armada. Focusing especially
on the period of Philip’s marriage to Mary, Kelsey shows
that Philip was, in fact, an active King of England who took
a keen interest in the rule of his wife’s kingdom. Casting
fresh light on both Mary and Philip, as well as European history more generally, this book will be
essential reading for anyone interested in the Tudor era.

Rights Available
Translation

Harry Kelsey is the author of Sir Francis Drake: The Queen’s Pirate and Sir John Hawkins: Queen
Elizabeth’s Slave Trader.

NONFICTION
Science & Nature

John Dvorak

Earthquake Storms
The Fascinating History and Volatile Future of the San Andreas Fault
Science

✴

March 2015

✴

Pegasus Books

“Dvorak has done earthquake science a sterling service by
writing what is unarguably the best, the most comprehensive,
and compellingly readable book about the great fault that will
one day affect all our lives.”
--Simon Winchester, NYT bestselling author of Krakatoa

It is a prominent geological feature that is almost impossible
to see unless you know where to look. Hundreds of
thousands of people drive across it every day. The San
Andreas Fault is everywhere and primed for a colossal
quake. For decades, scientists have warned that such a
sudden shifting of the Earth’s crust is inevitable. In fact, it is
a geologic necessity.
The San Andreas Fault runs almost the entire length of
California, from the redwood forest to the east edge of the
Salton Sea. Along the way, it passes through two of the
largest urban areas of the country―San Francisco and Los
Angeles. Dozens of major highways and interstates cross it.
Scores of housing developments have been planted over it.
The words “San Andreas” are so familiar today that they
have become synonymous with earthquake.
Yet, few people understand the San Andreas or the network of subsidiary faults it has spawned. Some run
through Hollywood, others through Beverly Hills and Santa Monica. The Hayward fault slices the
football stadium at the University of California in half. Even among scientists, few appreciate that the San
Andreas Fault is a transient, evolving system that, as seen today, is younger than the Grand Canyon and
key to our understanding of earthquakes worldwide.
Rights Available
Translation
Dr. John Dvorak, PhD, worked on volcanoes and earthquakes for the U.S. Geological Survey. In
addition to dozens of scientific papers published in professional journals, Dvorak has written
cover stories for Scientific American, Physics Today and Astronomy magazines, as well as a series
of essays about earthquakes and volcanoes for American Scientist. From 1991 to 1997 he was an
associate editor of the Journal of Geophysical Research. Dvorak has taught geology and
astronomy at the University of Hawaii and lectured at several universities and institutions,
including the Smithsonian Institution in Washington, D.C. He has appeared on local radio
programs and given public lectures about earthquakes and volcanoes and the history of science.

Sidney Perkowitz

Slow Light:
Invisibility, Teleportation and Other Mysteries of Light
Science

✴

August 2011

✴

Imperial College Press

Einstein was the first to grasp what we all
now know: light is the fastest thing in the
universe, outracing all else, quarks to
galaxies. That enormous speed is more than
Rights Sold
an abstract scientific fact. It helps set the
Japan (Soshisha) increasing pace of our lives as light waves
swiftly carry voice, data, music and images
throughout our interconnected webs of optical fiber. Einstein’s result
is absolutely correct for light in empty space, but there are surprises
when light moves through a medium.
Rights Available
Translation

Scientists have recently found that they can slow light to walking
speed and even bring it to a dead stop; they can quicken light beyond
its speed in vacuum; and they can make light run backwards so it
leaves a medium before entering it.
Remarkably, exotically slow, fast, or backward light has real applications. Just as remarkably, slow light
was foreseen in a 40-year old science fiction story. Other new marvels of light are equally sciencefictionish. One is what Einstein called the “spooky” behavior of photons. Through some eerie process,
these quantum packets of light appear mutually aware or “entangled” even many miles apart. Physicists
don’t know why photons behave as if they were objects being teleported through space to the starship
Enterprise (“beam me up, Scotty”) but teleportation is now a serious research subject. Scientists
manipulate light in other fantastic ways too, for instance, rendering people and things invisible à la Harry
Potter’s Cloak of Invisibility.
These and other seemingly incredible advances come from properties of light that are not well understood
despite centuries of study. But scientists are invariably stimulated by what they don’t fully grasp. And so,
what began as science fiction flashes on the scene to create astonishing new science – science explored at
a popular level by Slow Light.
Sidney Perkowitz was born in Brooklyn, NY, and was educated at Polytechnic University, New
York, and the University of Pennsylvania. As Charles Howard Candler Professor of Physics at
Emory University, his research has produced over 100 scientific papers and books. He has been
funded by most major governmental agencies and has consulted for industry and government. In
1990, his interests turned to presenting science to non-scientists via books and articles, the media,
lectures, and museum exhibits. He also maintains a highly visible internet presence as a regular
blogger for the National Academy of Sciences Science and Entertainment Exchange
http://blog.scienceandentertainmentexchange.org/.

John Shivik

Mousy Cats and Sheepish Coyotes
The Science of Animal Personalities
Science

✴

November 2017

✴

Beacon Press

Author of The Predator Paradox, John Shivik goes beyond the notion of animal emotion to explore the
latest scientific research into animal personality and individuality and its implications as a force driving
evolution.
Rights Available:
Translation

The Predator Paradox introduced the notion that different animals
had distinctive personalities. Animal emotion is a frequent topic
in trade books, such as in the recent Beyond Words: What Animals
Think and Feel, but none of these works have delved into animal
personality per se. This book will link peoples’ notions that the
animals they interact with are unique and that the bonds they form
with their companions are special, irreplaceable. This book will
explore the importance, in human and broad biological terms, of
individuality and personality in animals. The narrative will
identify familiar and expected animals, such as cats or dogs, but
will also explore animal personality in unexpected places such as
birds, fish, and reptiles. Each section will introduce the reader to
examples of personality in various taxa using personal anecdotes,
or those of scientists. It will then use information from scientific
research to explore the biological importance of individual
variation in animals.

An initial survey of animals that has been examined for at least
simple traits, such as boldness or shyness, include: bighorn sheep,
chipmunks, guanaco, mink, sable, black rhinoceros, cheetah, silver
fox, domestic pig, merino sheep, swift fox, pumpkinseed fish, guppy, great tit, meadow vole, rat, fish
spider, field cricket, yellow-bellied marmot, patas monkey, water strider, deer mouse, domestic cat,
sockeye salmon, red squirrels, funnel spiders, and the house mouse. The scientific literature is replete with
examples that have not been worked into a trade book on the subject.

John Shivik, Ph.D. is a recognized leader in non-lethal techniques
Rights Available
for predator management. He has developed and tested many
Translation
innovative approaches and inventions for non-lethal management of
our carnivore species. He has also written dozens of scientific papers
Rights Sold
published in The Journal of Wildlife Management, Conservation
Japan (Hara Shobo)
Biology, Journal of Applied Animal Welfare Science, Oikos,
BioScience, and The Wildlife Society Bulletin; popular articles in ActionBioscience, International Wolf, and a
narrative non-fiction piece in the collection The Back Road to Crazy. He is frequently invited to give public and
professional seminars and workshops across the U.S. and internationally.

Also by John Shivik

Predator Paradox
Ending the War with Wolves, Bears, Cougars, and Coyotes
Science

✴

May 2014

✴

Beacon Press

“Both ranchers and predator advocates will have something to learn from Shivik’s survey.”
—Publishers Weekly
“Shivik’s style makes the science accessible and relevant for general readers. The narrative is carried by the
author’s insights, admonitions and the engaging profiles of those working to resolve the predator paradox.”
—Kirkus Reviews

Many of those who live near wild places are understandably
intolerant of the damage that predators cause, and we apply
the arts of war against our wolves, bears, coyotes, and
mountain lions. Thus, the greatest threat to mammalian
predators is our response to the damage that they do, and
conflicts are increasing exponentially. Simultaneously, we
are discovering the essential value of apex predators in
ecosystems and are trying to recover their populations. The
predator paradox is that we want predators and healthy
ecosystems but also demand an abundant and inexpensive
food supply as well as safety for ourselves and our pets.
Predator Paradox presents non-lethal management
techniques and concepts that will help ensure survival of
North American carnivores in perpetuity and are also
applicable to other densely populated areas around the
world.
Rights Available
Translation

Richard W. Wise

Secrets of the Gem Trade
The Connoisseur’s Guide to Precious Gemstones
(Second Edition)
Gems/Collectibles

✴

November 2016

✴

Brunswick House

Secrets of the Gem Trade is the consumer's guide
to precious gemstones. This is the definitive book
for anyone wanting to learn how the best
gemologists in the world evaluate precious gems
and what makes one stone merely a good stone
versus a truly fabulous museum quality gem.
Includes 278 color photographs, including
exclusive images from major museum collections.

Rights Available
Translation

Richard W. Wise is a Graduate Gemologist and former Gemology Columnist with National
Jeweler and a former contributing editor with Gemkey and Gem Market News magazines. His
articles have appeared in Gems & Gemology. Jeweler’s Quarterly and Colored Stone
Magazines.

NONFICTION
Sports & Music

Matthew Cronin

Epic
John McEnroe, Björn Borg and the
Greatest Tennis Season Ever
Sports

✴

April 2011

✴

Wiley

From the moment that normally staid British tennis fans
began booing like soccer hooligans as the brash and
abrasive John McEnroe entered Wimbledon's Centre
Court to face off against the revered, number-oneranked Björn Borg, it was clear that something was
changing. In fact, almost everything was changing.
In Epic, tennis writer Matthew Cronin takes you on an
unforgettable journey back to the pivotal year of 1980
and the two landmark matches that transformed tennis
from a quiet sport to a loud one, from a mostly
European pastime to an American obsession, from the
exclusive preserve of the country club elite to an
everyman and everywoman's game. They also marked
McEnroe's emergence as a superstar and the
beginning of Borg's precipitous decline.

Rights Sold
The Netherlands
Italy

Matthew Cronin has been covering pro tennis for the past fourteen years. He is the managing editor of
the California-based Inside Tennis magazine and has been the main English-language writer for official
Grand Slam web sites, including Rolandgarros.org and USOpen.org. Cronin is also a regular contributor
to Reuters and last did the play-by-play on the first web radio broadcasts of the US Open finals. A former
co-president of the International Tennis Writers Association, Cronin resides in Moraga, Calif., USA, with
his wife, Patti, and their children, Cassandra, Connor and Chiara.

Enrique Vargas

Flamenco Improvisation
(Volumes 1, 2, 3)
Music Instruction ✴

December 2016

✴

Sher Music Company

“No one knows more about Flamenco's modal and harmonic language than Enrique Vargas. These manuals
are a must for those who want to learn to compose or improvise modern Flamenco.”
Jose Jimenez El Viejin (acclaimed Flamenco guitarist)
“Enrique Vargas is a real expert when it comes to all these complex scales we use in Flamenco today.”
—Jose Fernandez Torres Tomatito (acclaimed Flamenco guitarist)

Considered the definitive books on the theory behind Flamenco music, these will serve as the Flamenco
bible for generations to come. The first volume covers the Western music aspects of Flamenco, including
a complete description of the harmonic and melodic possibilities of the seven Greek Modes. This second
volume covers the modal and harmonic possibilities found in the Arabic tonal system known as Maqam.
The third volume covers the new sounds of contemporary Flamenco, largely derived from modern
classical and jazz music---diminished scales, hexatonic symmetrical scales, Japanese pentatonic scales,
etc.
Guitar fingerings and tab are included for all examples, but the book can be used by interested students on
any instrument.
Rights Sold
Spain

Enrique Vargas is a renowned Flamenco guitarist and has been commissioned by Paco de Lucia's foundation to be
the author of an official transcription series of the artist's entire body of work.

Arne Reimer

American Jazz Heroes (Vols. 1 & 2)
Nonfiction: Illustrated/Pop Culture

✴

2017 & 2018

✴

Jazz Thing

Rights Sold:
German

Through interviews and pictures, the books capture snapshots of some of fast fading heroes of post-bop
jazz. It has sold approximately 5,000 copies in Germany and has gone into two editions with a lot of
praiseworthy reviews in Europe. It also won a German ECHO special award.
Besides being a book of great photos of jazz heroes, it is also an important attempt to start to capture for
posterity a generation of musicians now in their 70s and 80s and what they have to say about a lifetime of
playing jazz.
The book contains many of the last interviews and portraits some of these musicians ever gave.

Arne Reimer is a German photographer and journalist.

JUVENILE
BACK LIST TITLES

MIDDLE GRADE

Patrick Carman

Towervale
Towervale Series (Book 1)
Middle Grade Fantasy/Adventure ✴

January 2019

✴

PC Studios

TOWERVALE is a book and a video game at the same time,
and a sprawling fantasy series for ages 9-12.
Towervale is organized in seven sections that are not in
order. Each section ends with a password you must enter in
the Towervale game, unlocking a level. When the level is
cleared, the next page to turn to in the book is revealed. But
there's a catch: if you didn't read the previous section of the
book, you'll have no idea how to clear the level in the game
(free game access included with each book - web, app). Your
adventure begins in the Caves of Iron and takes you through
three realms where you'll encounter a world beyond your
imagination and a villain of unparalleled danger.

Rights Available:
Print Translation Only

Patrick Carman has published 35 novels with over 4 million books in print across 23
countries. He followed his New York Times bestselling five book Elyon series with the
critically acclaimed Atherton trilogy (Little Brown), which was shortlisted for the Texas
Bluebonnet, and enjoyed many other awards. His Floors series (Scholastic) has been a
perennial favorite through Scholastic Book Fairs and Clubs, reaching millions of kids
through school libraries and classrooms. Carman’s books have been translated into over
twenty languages around the world.
Beyond being just an author, Patrick Carman has a mission to raise literacy among young readers, often using
technology, videos, and games to bring wired kids back to books. He is an inexhaustible public speaker who
presents at events throughout the year including the National Book Festival, the LA Book Festival, and the
American Library Association national conference. He has spoken to hundreds of thousands of students at over
2,000 schools across the country. In Hollywood, Carman has written for television, film, YouTube, and narrative
podcasts.

New York Times Bestselling Author
Patrick Carman

Fizzopolis
Illustrated by Brian Sheesley
Middle Grade ✴

2016-2017

✴

Katherine Tegen Books/Harper Collins

“Carman ventures into the realm of comedy with endearing characters in this hilarious story . . . Sheesley’s
illustrations add charm and humor to the story. Fans of ‘Diary of a Wimpy Kid’ or ‘Captain Underpants’
are sure to enjoy this slapstick romp.”
— School Library Journal

Fizzopolis (Book 1)
Harold Fuzzwonker is an ordinary kid with an extraordinary fizzy friend, Floyd. But Floyd’s a
secret—like a top super-secret. Harold must protect him, as well as the family recipe for
Fuzzwonker Fizz, from the evil Snood Candy Factory. But it’s hard to guard a secret when he’s
your best good buddy and he always escapes from your backpack!

Floomzombies! (Book 2)
Harold Fuzzwonker, Floyd, and the Fizzies are under attack: Floozombies have invaded
Pflugerville! What do you get when you mix burptastic Fuzzwonker Fizz with crummy Flooze
candy in the Fizzomatic machine? Floozombies, of course! Harold Fuzzwonker, Floyd, and the
Fizzies have a real problem on their hands, in the shape of slimy, gloppy monsters. Not only must
Harold protect Floyd and the secret recipe for Fuzzwonker Fizz from the sneaky Snood family,
he also has to stop the Floozombies before they take over the town, all while guarding the biggest
secret of all: Fizzopolis!

Snoodles! (Book 3)
Help! Gone missing: 100,000 bottles of Fuzzwonker Fizz! Harold Fuzzwonker and his best good
buddy, Floyd, find Fizzopolis in a state of emergency. No Fuzzwonker Fizz! Only one villainous
and crummy candy family could have stolen it: the Snoods. Harold and Floyd go on their wildest
mission yet and must rescue all the Fuzzwonker Fizz bottles to save Fizzopolis. Burps
everywhere are counting on them!
Rights Sold:
Arabic

Patrick Carman is the award-winning author of many books for young adults and children. His bestselling books and series
include The Land of Elyon, Atherton, Elliot’s Park, 39 Clues, Floors, Trackers, Thirteen Days to Midnight, Dark Eden, Pulse,
3:15, and Skeleton Creek. Mr. Carman’s books have been translated into approximately two dozen languages.
Illustrator Brian Sheesley is an artist, Animator, Designer, Director, Producer and 5-time EMMY winner of some of the most
popular animated cartoon shows ever at Cartoon Network, Nickelodeon, Disney, Warner Bros, DreamWorks, Amblin, and
Film Roman.

Patrick Carman

The Land of Elyon Series
New York Times Bestselling Series
Middle Grade ✴

2005-2007 ✴

Scholastic Books

“In his debut fantasy, the launch of the Land of Elyon series, Carman crafts an intriguingly insular
world, and introduces a plucky, convincingly curious heroine who yearns to see what lies outside of
it. Readers of all ages will gain much from this tale and … the next … volumes.”
--Publishers Weekly

Patrick Carman’s debut series!
12-year-old Alexa, has spent her life living behind the four-story walls that surround her village and the
three others that make up Bridewell Common. But Alexa’s curiosity for what lies in the hills and forests
on the other side sends her on a daring adventure into a secret world in which nothing is as it seems to be.
Books in the series include:
The Dark Hills Divide
Beyond the Valley of Thorns
The Tenth City
Stargazer
Into the Mist (Prequel)

Also by Patrick Carman

The Floors Trilogy
Middle Grade ✴

2011-2013 ✴

Scholastic Books

"Carman delivers a madcap mystery reminiscent of Roald Dahl and Ellen Raskin,
complete with bizarre inventions, a mystery involving a missing billionaire and his fortune,
and even a crazy elevator or two."
--Publishers Weekly

Floors

*

3 Below

*

The Field of Wacky Inventions

Rights Sold
Italy
Korea (Books 2 & 3)
Japan (Book 3)
Charlie had his chocolate factory. Stanley Yelnats had his holes. Leo has the wacky, amazing Whippet
Hotel.
The Whippet Hotel is a strange place full of strange and mysterious people. Each floor has its own quirks
and secrets. Leo should know most of them – he is the maintenance man’s son, after all. But a whole lot
more mystery gets thrown his way when a series of cryptic boxes are left for him . . . boxes that lead him
to hidden floors, strange puzzles, and unexpected alliances. Leo had better be quick on his feet, because
the fate of the building he loves is at stake . . . and so is Leo’s own future!

Also by Patrick Carman
The Award-Winning

Skeleton Creek Series
Middle Grade ✴
•
•
•
•
•
•

2009-2014 ✴

Scholastic Books

2012 Nevada Young Readers Award, Intermediate Category – Skeleton Creek
2011 New Mexico Land of Enchantment short list – Skeleton Creek
2010-2011 Pennsylvania Young Reader’s Choice Awards – Skeleton Creek
2010-2011 Delaware Diamonds Booklist – Skeleton Creek
Oregon Battle of the Books list for 2010-2011 – Skeleton Creek
2010 Children’s Book Council nominee – The Crossbones

Something mysterious is happening in Skeleton Creek. Something scary. Something sinister. Ryan came
close to it… and nearly died. Now he’s trapped in his house. He can’t trust anyone–-not even himself. He
is forbidden from seeing his best friend, Sarah. So whole Ryan is isolated and alone, she plunged back
into the mystery, putting her life on the line to get to the truth. Ryan is desperately trying to write down
the full story. And while he does, Sarah takes videos of what she finds, and then sends him the links so he
can watch. Together they discover: The past is dangerous. The present is haunted. And the future is
deadly.
Rights Sold:
French (Bayard Editions)
Spanish (Bruno Publishing Group)
Norwegian (Cappelen Damm AS)
Dutch (Foreign Media Books-Pimento Imprint)
Hebrew (Matar Publishing House)
Polish (Nasza Ksiegarina Sp.)
Greek (S. Patakis Publications S.A.)
German (Random House GMBH/C. Bertelsmann)
Finnish (WSOY)
Indonesia (Ufuk)

Also by Patrick Carman

Trackers Series
Middle Grade ✴

2010-2011 ✴

Scholastic Books

In the 21st century landscape of bits and bytes, everyone leaves
a digital footprint … even the most advanced cyber criminals.
And that’s where the Trackers come in. Four tech-savvy kids
armed with high-tech video cameras and esoteric coding skills,
the Trackers can find almost anyone, anywhere. Told through a
collage of videos, text, and websites, Trackers follows Adam,
Finn, Lewis, and Emily as they become entangled in a hightech, high-stakes game of cat and mouse with Shantorian, the
world’s most dangerous hacker. At least, that’s who they think
they’re tracking….
As the four dig deeper into the shadowy world of online crime,
they soon learn that things aren’t always as they seem.
Trackers

*

Shantorian

Elliot’s Park Series
Children’s ✴

2008-2009 ✴

Orchard Books

Meet Elliot and all his friends! Elliot is a very smart squirrel who
loves to solve any problem he finds. His best friend Chip is a hilarious
klutz. He’s gotten into some interesting scrapes and trouble, including
a celebrated encounter with the monkey bars in which one of his two
abnormally large front teeth was broken. Crash is the only flying
squirrel in the park. She’s just visiting from England, but it doesn’t
look like she’s leaving any time soon! Then there’s Twitch, Elliot’s
sister. She’s good at finding things, especially her favorite sugary
drink — soda pop.
Saving Mr. Nibbles

*

Rights Available
Translation

Haunted Hike *

The Walnut Cup

Stephen Chambers

Jane and the Raven King
Middle Grade ✴

December 2010 ✴

Sourcebooks

"A magical, empowering gem of a book . . . I believe this book should be celebrated."
--New York Journal of Books

Rights Sold:
Turkey (Artemis Yayinlari)
Hungary (Főnix Könyvműhely)

Outside the window, a squirrel in a tree popped out
with a little black suitcase. At first, Jane was sure
she must be mistaken, but as she watched, the
squirrel opened the tiny suitcase and began
arranging nuts and acorns inside...
The animals clearly knew something was wrong.
Even her pet iguana scrawled a warning in the sand
of his tank: He is coming.
Soon all the animals are fleeing the suburb where
Jane lives. But they aren't the only ones acting
strange. Jane's parents seem to be hypnotized by
their cell phones and the TV. And her grandma
starts controlling the weather and speaking in a
funny language. But when Jane meets an old blind
man who can drive a car and claims Jane is the only
one who can save the world, well, that's when
things really start to get weird...

While still in high school, Stephen Chambers sold two novels, Hope's End and Hope's War. Stephen
contributed to an of short fantasy fiction by rising authors, Twenty by Twenties, introduced by bestselling
writer Orson Scott Card. Stephen is currently a doctoral candidate in the history department at Brown
University.

YOUNG ADULT
Contemporary
& Literary

Philip Siegel

The Break-Up Artist
Contemporary Young Adult

✴

April 2014

✴

Harlequin Teen

Some sixteen-year-olds babysit for extra cash. Some
work at the mall. Becca Williamson breaks up couples.
Becca knows from experience the damage that love can
do. After all, it was so-called love that turned Huxley
from her childhood best friend into a social-world
dictator, and love that left Becca's older sister devastated
at the altar. Instead of sitting on the sidelines, Becca
strikes back—for just one hundred dollars via PayPal, she
will trick and manipulate any couple's relationship into
smithereens.
And with relationship zombies overrunning her school
and treating single girls as if they're second-class citizens,
business is unfortunately booming. Even Becca's best
friend, Val, has resorted to outright lies to snag a
boyfriend.
One night, Becca receives a mysterious offer to break up
the most popular couple in school: Huxley and the
football team's star player, Steve. To succeed, she'll have
to plan her most elaborate scheme to date—starting
rumors, sabotaging cell phones, breaking into cars…not to mention sneaking back into Huxley's good
graces. All while fending off the inappropriate feelings she may or may not be having for Val's new
boyfriend.
Rights Available
Translation

Philip Siegel grew up in New Jersey, which he insists is much nicer than certain TV shows
would have you believe. He graduated from Northwestern University and promptly moved
out to Los Angeles, where he became an NBC Page. He likes to think that the character of
Kenneth on 30 Rock is loosely based on his life rights. Currently, he lives in Chicago and
does his best writing sandwiched in between colorful characters on the El. Visit him online
at www.philipsiegel.com.
Photo credit: Charles Grantham

YOUNG ADULT
Sci-Fi/Fantasy

New York Times Bestselling Author
Patrick Carman

Pulse
Young Adult/Sci-Fi ✴ February 2013 ✴ Katherine Tegen
Books/HarperCollins
#2 on Spring 2013 Kids' Indie Next List
2013 ABC Best Books for Children Catalog Title List
“The successful mix of suspense and romance
combines with unexpected twists to keep readers
engrossed from the start and begging for more.”
--Kirkus Reviews
“[An] impressive take on the post-apocalyptic novel.”
--Publishers Weekly
“Compelling and original, with pulse-pounding action
and a poignant love story.”
--Pittacus Lore, #1 NY Times bestselling author of I

Am Number Four

“Impressive! Fascinating and thought-provoking.”
--James Dashner, NY Times bestselling author of The
Maze Runner trilogy
“Engrossing and suspense-filled.”
--School Library Journal
In the year 2051, who has a pulse?
With the help of her mysterious classmate Dylan Gilmore, Faith Daniels discovers that she can move
objects with her mind. This telekinetic ability is called a "pulse," and Dylan has the talent, too.
In riveting action scenes, Faith demonstrates her ability to use her pulse against a group of telekinesis
masters who are so powerful they can flatten their enemies by uprooting streetlights, throwing
boulders, and changing the course of a hurtling hammer so that it becomes a deadly weapon. But even
with her unusual talent, the mind—and the heart—can be difficult to control. If Faith wants to join
forces with Dylan and save the world, she'll have to harness the power of both. Patrick Carman's Pulse
trilogy is a stunning and epic triumph about the power of the mind—and of love.

Rights Sold
French World (Editions Ada)

Patrick Carman

Tremor
Second in the Pulse Trilogy
Young Adult/Sci-Fi ✴ February 2014 ✴ Katherine Tegen
Books/HarperCollins
“Filled with action, suspense, and some welcome humor, this is an accomplished second volume
in Carman’s Pulse trilogy, and fans will eagerly
await volume three.”
--Booklist
Rights Sold
French World (Editions Ada)
In the year 2051, some people have a second pulse…
Like all who have “the pulse,” Faith Daniels and Dylan
Gilmore have telekinetic powers—they can move
objects with their minds. But there are five “second
pulses” in the world that have an even greater power:
Almost nothing can harm them. They are virtually
indestructible.
Both Faith and Dylan have the second pulse. But the
other side has second pulses, too, and they’ve been
training for a war that has been brewing their entire
lives. As Dylan executes a plan to infiltrate enemy
grounds, he’ll have to face his only weakness, and a
family secret that will threaten his very existence.
Together, Faith and Dylan are the only hope this world
has left, but they must go their separate ways in order to
accomplish their plan. Will their love survive?
With richly developed characters and heart-pounding action scenes, the second book in Patrick
Carman’s Pulse trilogy continues the electrifying dystopian story of love and revenge.

Patrick Carman

Quake
Third in the Pulse Trilogy
Young Adult/Sci-Fi ✴ Spring 2015 ✴
Books/HarperCollins

Katherine Tegen

Rights Sold
French World (Editions Ada)

The war is on, and love moves mountains. Two Teeks,
bound by love, have more power than all the others put
together, something Faith and Dylan will ultimately
discover only at the end of the third book, with
everything at stake.
As QUAKE begins, strange things are happening around
the country (signs that Teeks are teaming up), and while
Faith and Dylan train, they fall deeply in love.
Three Teeks show up, sent by the Twins to recruit Dylan
and Faith, but when they refuse a night battle ensue.
Dylan and Faith win, but barely. The power of
combined seven Teeks is outrageous, angry, and violent:
seven Teeks can uproot a skyscraper and throw it a
thousand feet into the sky; seven Teeks can pick up a
cruise ship and drop it on an urban center.

Gradually Faith and Dylan discover that the Twins are inventions -- genetically created beings
invented by the mysterious M in order to run an experiment. But they quickly grow out of control
because they lack proper human emotions and, more importantly, they’re unstable. None of this was
ever supposed to happen.
M is desperately devising an antidote, but she doesn’t understand how Faith fits into the equation. And
M doesn’t understand why Faith and Dylan together create such a powerful force. The unexplained
power of the lovers concerns her, but the combined power of the seven concerns her even more. The
clash of the nine is inevitable and becomes a wild battle, in which mountains are moved. But will Faith
and Dylan survive intact?

David Powers King & Michael Jensen

Woven
Young Adult Fantasy ✴

Spring 2015 ✴

Scholastic

"This brisk adventure from first-time authors Jensen and
King is a charming quest tale in classic fantasy tradition."
--Publisher's Weekly
"WOVEN reads like a lost classic that was somehow just
rediscovered…it is pure pleasure to read."
--James A. Owen, bestselling author/illustrator
of Here, There Be Dragons
"The world building is dynamic, original and intriguing...
and the characters, appealing. A sure bet for fantasy fans."
--Kirkus Review
Clever, well-paced, and full of intrigue, it’s a superb read.”
—James Dashner, NY Times bestselling author of The Maze
Runner

Rights Sold
Brazil (Sextante)
German (Ravensburger)

When Nels, the Kingdom of Avërand’s most eager aspiring knight, is murdered, his ghost haunts the
only person in the kingdom who can see and hear him: the beautiful—but headstrong—Princess Tyra.
Together, the ghost and the princess learn that an ancient magic, called Fabrication, has prevented
Nels from crossing over to the other side. Because Nels isn’t really dead—he is just unwoven.
To weave him back to life, Nels and the princess must journey to find the magic Needle of
Gailner. They struggle to get along, but when secrets unravel, Nels and Tyra realize they’re the only
ones who can save each other, the kingdom . . . and reality itself.
David Powers King was born in Burbank, California, where the film industry influenced him to
become a writer. An avid fan of all things science fiction and fantasy, David also has a soft spot for
zombies and the paranormal. He lives in the Mountain West with his wife and two children.

Michael Jensen spent ten years developing the concept behind WOVEN before he met David
Powers King—who expanded on Michael’s vision and made it a reality. In addition to being an
imaginative storyteller, Michael is an accomplished composer and vocalist. He lives in Salt Lake
City with his partner and their four dogs.

Josin L. McQuein

Arclight
Young Adult/Sci-Fi ✴

April 2013

✴

Greenwillow (HarperCollins)

Indie Next Pick!
“Powerful and gripping straight out the door—
Arclight will keep you up at night,
if you dare stay awake.”
—Pittacus Lore, author of the #1 NY Times bestselling
I Am Number Four series

Rights Sold
Germany (Schneiderbuch/Ink/Egmont)
UK (Egmont UK)

A harrowing sci-fi thriller about a teen who's survived horrors but lost her memory, for fans of Veronica
Roth, Stephen King, and Justin Cronin. Arclight is a bold and astonishing debut about identity, unnerving
connections, tortured romance, and the courage we find when we face our worst nightmares.
The Arclight is the last refuge in a post-apocalyptic world consumed by terrifying monsters called the
Fade. No one crosses the wall of light that keeps the last human survivors safe. There's nothing else left
and nowhere to go. Or so they thought, until Marina, a lone teenage girl, stumbles out of the Dark.
Marina doesn't remember who she is, where she came from, or how she survived. And the Fade want her
back. When one of them infiltrates the compound and recognizes Marina, she begins to unlock secrets she
didn't even know she had. Marina knows she's an outsider in the Arclight, but she'll do anything to protect
those who saved her. Whether they want her help or not.
Josin L. McQuein’s debut, Arclight, is a YA Science Fiction Thriller. With a secluded enclave
repelling a parasitic enemy who wants them for hosts, it’s imaginative, mysterious, exciting, and
swoon-worthy--and it has one hell of a twist. Josin lives in a small town in Texas (outside of Dallas),
known only for being the film location for “Born on the Fourth of July.”

Josin L. McQuein

Meridian
The Sequel to Arclight
Young Adult/Sci-Fi ✴

May 2014

✴

Greenwillow (HarperCollins)

Rights Sold:
UK (Egmont UK)
The line between the light and dark is about to be erased.
The electrifying sequel to Arclight, which Pittacus Lore called
"powerful and gripping." Those within the Arc thought that
they were the last humans left after the world was destroyed—
but they were wrong. There are more survivors. But there is
also more to be afraid of. A suspenseful sci-fi thriller to hand
to fans of Veronica Roth, Stephen King's Under the Dome, and
Justin Cronin's The Passage.
Marina thought she had solved all of the Arclight's mysteries.
But there is so much more that Marina is only discovering
now. There are more people out there; those in the Arclight
compound aren't the only humans who survived the Fade, the
monsters that destroyed civilization. Only Marina—and her
friends, all of whom have connections to the Fade they never
knew about—can lead everyone to the other survivors. But there are also darker dangers that even the
Fade fear. The sequel to Arclight, Meridian is an intense, action-packed page-turner about the lines we
draw between right and wrong, light and dark . . . and how nothing is ever that black and white.

Kristin Cast

Amber Smoke
Book #1 in The Escaped Series
New Adult

✴

June 2015

✴

Diversion

"Amber Smoke is thrilling and funny with just the right amount
of magic. Brilliant job, Kristin Cast!"
—Kresley Cole, #1 NY Times bestselling author
"I love Kristin Cast! In Amber Smoke, Cast's wit, creativity, and
talent shine! I turned the pages at lightning speed, ready for
more! What a tasty treat!"
—Gena Showalter, NY Times & USA Today bestselling author

Rights Sold:
Turkey (Pegasus)

There is a world that runs parallel to our own, a world in which
the souls of the damned are caged, where they are looked over
by the Furies, and where they spend eternity in torment,
mirroring the devastation and mayhem they created when alive.
Someone has opened the cage.
The worst of terrors has crossed the barrier that separates our
world from theirs, and the Furies send a great, albeit untested
warrior—their only son, Alek—to try to bring those souls back.
He is young and handsome, headstrong and impulsive, and he won’t be able to do it alone. Eva has grown
up, beautiful and beloved, but surrounded by secrets. First, she will be hunted in an ancient feud that will
threaten her life. Then, she will become the hunter.
With the police closing in and two worlds on the verge of crumbling around them, Alek and Eva must
find each other, discover the limits of their powers, and work together to save everything they hold dear,
including one another. Blending elements of mythology with the dazzling storytelling that her fans have
devoured through the HOUSE OF NIGHT series, Kristin Cast weaves a spellbinding and passionate tale
that starts a thrilling new series with an explosive charge.
Kristin Cast is a NY Times and USA Today bestselling author who teamed with her mother to write
the wildly successful HOUSE OF NIGHT series. She has editorial credits, a thriving t-shirt line, and
a passion for all things paranormal. When away from her writing desk, Kristin loves relaxing with
her significant other and their dogs, and discovering new hobbies. This year she'll work on
swimming, yoga, and adding to her Doctor Who collection.

Also by Kristin Cast

Scarlet Rain
Book #2 in The Escaped Series
New Adult

✴

May 2016

✴

Diversion Books

Co-author of The New York Times bestselling
“House of Night” series returns with the
mesmerizing second book in “The Escaped” series
Rights Sold:
Turkey (Pegasus)

In Amber Smoke, Kristin Cast introduced readers to Alek &
Eva. Alek, son of the Furies, has been charged to recapture the
souls of who escaped Tartarus into the mortal realm in order
to save not only his home from assured destruction, but also
the mortal realm. But he can't do it alone...

Eva has discovered that she has powers beyond her
comprehension, a destiny to fulfill, and that there are people
who will stop at nothing to destroy her.
Now, in Scarlet Rain, the Nosoi the spirits of illness have been
unleashed on the mortal realm, releasing a plague as clever and adaptable as it is insidious. Alek and Eva
must capture and banish the Nosoi back to their underworld prison but Eva has yet to harness the powers
to defeat such a powerful enemy, and Alek sustains catastrophic wounds in the attempt.
They must rely on detective James Graham, and Eva s best friend Bridget, if they are to even slow down
the plague. But can mere mortals come through in the face of such overwhelming peril?

